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FOREWORD

This is the fifteenth quarterly report on the Advanced plutonium

Fuels Program at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.

Studies on Fast Reactor Metallic Fuels, formerly reported as

Project 461 in this series of documents, have been discontinued ex-

cept for phase-ut effort. Any results from the final work wffl be

described under Project 46’7, a new work category covering all ir-

radiation experiments (chiefly those concerned with (U, Pu)C fuels).

Most of the investigations discussed here are of the continuing

type. Results and conclusions described may therefore be changed

or augmented as the work continues. Published reference to results

cited in thfs report should not lx? made without obtaining explicit per-

mission to do so from the person h charge of the work.

.

.
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PROJECT 401

EXAMfNATION OF FAST REACTOR FUELS

Person in Charge: R. D. Baker
Principal Investigators: J. W. Schulte

J. A. L.eSry
C. F. Metz

1. INTRODUCTION

This project is directed toward the examination

and comparison of the effects of neutron irradiation on

LMFBR Program fuel materials. Unirradiated and ir-

radiated materials will be examined as requested by the

Fuels and Materials Branch of DRDT. Capabilities are

established for providing conventional pre-irradiation

and post-irradiation examinations. Additional capabili-

ties include less conventional properties measurements

which are needed to provide a sound basis for steady-

state operation of fast reactor fuel elements, and for

safety analysis under transient conditions.

Analytical chemistry methods that have been

modified and mechanized for hot cell manipdators will

continue to be applied to the characterization of irradi-

ated fuels. The shielded electron microprobe and

emission spectrographic facilities will be used in macro

and micro examinations of various fuels and clads. fn

addition, new capabilities will be developed with empha-

sis on gamma scanning and analyses to assess spatial

distribution of fuel and fission products.

High temperature properties of unirradiated

LMFBR fuel materials are now being determined by

Contractor in an associated project (ident no. 07463).

Equipment designs and interpretive experience gained

in this project are befng extended to provide unique ca-

pabilities such as differential thermal analysis, melting

point determination, high temperature dilatometry, and

high temperature heat content and heat of fusion for use

on irradiated materials.

IL EQUfPMENT DEVE~PMENT

A. fnert Atmosphere Systems
(C. E. Frantz, P. A. Mason, R. F. Velkf.nburg)

During this period the high pressure argon sys-

tem was installed and placed in service. fnert atmo-

spheres were maintained fn the 3 containment boxes al-

most exclusively by the sfngle-pass operation.

Narrow band Photohelic controllers were incor-

porated into the exhaust system of af.1three containment

boxes to provtde better control over the pressure differ-

ential and thereby minimize air in-leakage.

The recirculating purification system for the dis-

assembly cell was shown to have a capacity for absorb-

ing up to 30 ppm 02 on a continuous basis. However,

since the atmosphere fn thfs cell contained between 35

and 50 ppm O~ durfng this Quarter, it was not possible

to leave the regeneration system in continuous service.

An analysis of operations has shown that transfer of ma-

terials to the boxes introduces an excessive amount of

air. Efforts are being made to lower the 02 concentra-

tion by the following mean=

1. Improve the purging system for the transfer

container.

2. Develop the technique and equipment for us-

ing a remote probe located inside the box

but connected to a gas analyzer outside the

box, for checking the more probable leak

areas, viz. , manipulator boots, and the two

transfer system openings.

3. fnstall and test a pair of sealed manipulators

1



which are scheduled for arrivaI in October.

In the two metallography preparation cells the

02 concentrations have been maintained at 1000-2500

ppm. Moisture concentrations generally were less than

40 pprn, aqueous etching solutions are used in one of the

boxes. Repairs and modifications are still being made

to the recirculating purification system which services

the two metallography cells.

Work was started to provide the capability for a

single-pass argon system for four additional contain-

ment boxes. Thfs work necessitates minor changes in

the piping and the installation of differential pressure

controllers in the exhaust systems. TWOcells are cur-

rently equipped for chemistry operations, and the re-

maining two have been provided with equipment to run

differential thermal amdyses and heat content meaau.re-

ments. It is intended that inert atmosphere be provided

to these four boxes on an intermittent basis in order to

supplement and extend existing capabilities.

B. Equipment Development
(G. R. Brewer, E. L. Ekberg, F. J. Fitzgibbon,
C. E. Frantz, D. D. Jeffries, M. E. Lazarus,
J. M. Ledhetter, J. L. Lehmsnn, C. D.
Montgomery, F. H. Newbury, T. Romanik,
T. J. Romero, A. E. Tafoya, J. R. Trujillo,
Ft. F. Velkinburg, L. A. WaIdschmidt)

1. DTA

A change was made from a complex mirror sys-

tem to a direct path through the bot cell window to pro-

vide better observation with the pyrometer. A dry run

cycle was made on an empty tantalum container to estab-

lish the temperature correction to compensate for the

effect of the Iead gIass window.

A series of calibration runs was made, and the

results obtained indicated that the equipment was oper-

ational.

Two samples of irradiated (U, PU)02 were cycled

as part of the proof-testing of the complete system.

2. Heat Content

Modifications to the calorimeter, welding fixture

and other equipment were compIeted during this period.

Heat content measurements of alumina were made, with

the latest results tabulated in Table 401-L

The heat contents are about 5% higher than those

TABLE 401-1

HEAT CONTENT OF ALuMINA

Temperature (‘c) AHt-250C (kcal/molej

1298 35.90

1431 40.74

1522 42.84

1598 45.15

1656 47.38

1781 51.90

1866 55.03

1973 58.95

previously reportedl. The apparatus is being examined

in an effort to account for this 5% variation fn heat con-

tent values.

An operator is being trained for carrying out the

beat content measurement. It is pIanned to put this

equipment into “hot” operation prior to July 1, 1970.

Some material from irradiated (U, Pu)C fueI elements

is available for testing.

3. Porosimeter

Work was begun on modification of a remotely

operated mercury porosimeter to be used in obtaining

the porosity of irradiated U-PU fuels. That portion of

the equipment involving the irradiated specimens will be

located iu the same containment box which housea the

heat content apparatus. The pressurization and vacuum

equipment will, of couse, be located on a cart and used

at the cell face.

4. Shipping cask

Improvements to Shipping Cask DOT SP 5885

were made to overcome design and operational weak-

nesses. A reinforcing collar was welded to the top

flange and then refaced to close tolerance to insure con-

tactwith tbe metal “V” seal ring.

On at least two occasions the flange on the plug

has been deformed when the eyebolts (used to lift the

cask) were not removed prior to removing tbe plug, as

specified in the lWnloading Procedure ‘f. This problem

has been obviated by adding a wide collar at the base of

the lifting eyes. This collar overIaps the bolts in the

plug and makes it necessary to remove the lifting eyes

to expose all of the bolts. These bolts have to be re-

moved before the small lifting eye can be used to

.
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withdraw the plug.

This cask has been used thus far in making seven

shipments to and from various AEC contractors.

5. Other Equipment

Design work has started on the conversion of a

commercial ultrasonic tmpact grinder ta a remotely op-

erated microsampling apparatus for taking small core

samples from irradiated fuel.

Plastic containers to be used with the 7 in. trans-

fer were put into service for disposing of radioactive

wastes. The containers work well for their intended

purpose. It was determined that it takes 200 lbs of

force to remove a lid from the can. Since there is a

glued point in the polycarbonate lids, which could sepa-

rate during lid removal if poorly joined, a test fixture

was designed and constructed to test each of the lids for

strength. Each lid is tested to 350 lbs tensile strength

before it is accepted for use. A chamber was also con-

structed for purging the air with argon prior to attaching

the container to the alpha box. This development is a

significant advance in the technology of remote transfer

techniques. .

m. DP WEST FACILITY
(F. J. Fitzgibbon, M. E. Lazarus, C. D.
Montgomery, J. R. Trujillo)

This facility which contains four hot cells is

being modified to provide space and equipment for the

nondestructive examination of irradiated fast reactor

fuel pins. Equipment is betng designed to examine fuel

pins at a rate of 150 per year. Progress made on the

major items during this Quarter is Iisteal in the following

sections.

A. Unloading and Hsmiling

Purchase orders have been placed for the 25-ton

hoist, the 3-ton remote hoist, and the manipulator

crane bridge system. Delivery on all 3 items is sched-

used for about July 1, 1970.

A job order has been issued for local fabrication

of the cask transpert cart which has a capacity of 23”

tons. The cart will be pushed by fork lift from the un-

loading platiorm into the corridor area behind the cells.

A small hoist will be installed to permit unload-

ing inserts from vertical casks. An intercell transfer

system for movement of pfns between cells is being fab-

ricated.

B. Profilometrv

The electro-optical gauging system has been re-

turned to the vendor for adjustments. The mechanical

handling system and the lighting system for the pins are

being fabricated.

An x-y coordinate positioning table has been re-

ceived for use with the optical gauging head. Procure-

ment has been initiated on the electronic read-out and

recording systems.

c. Gamma Scanning

Modifications were made to the gamma scanning

shield to accommodate new detectors. The mechsnicd

portion of the scanning system is being fabricated. The

encoders are scheduled for delivery in April.

Length and diameter standards are being pre-

pared for dimensional calibration of the mechanical sys-

tem. The standards consist of two
60

Co cylinders of

precise dimensions separated by a Dural rod of i-mown

length. The entire assembly is about 12 in. long; the

dimension of both the 60Co cylinders and the Dural sepa-

rator can be traced to NBS standards. With existing

techniques the height of irradiated fuel columns can be

determined with an accuracy of *O. 010 in.

D. Macro-Photography

Various means have been investigated to obtain

photographs of the exterior surfaces of pins at 0°, 120°,

and 240° orientations. Experiments were carried out

with a two mirror system to obtain three views of a fuel

element on one photograph.

A design is being prepared on a pin lighting and

positioning system. The light will be provided by twenty

fluorescent lamps and a 300-watt quartz-iodine lamp.

Frontal illumination will be obtained by reflecting the

light from the quartz-iodine lamp with a beam-splitting

mirror. Design of the fixed focus camera and camera

stand should be completed by May 1.

E. Other Operations

A system using a hot mineral oil bath was devel-

oped for removing Na and capsule cladding from irradi-

ated pins without exposing the Na-coated pin to the air.

3



This technique has been successfully demonstrated on

four irradiated pins.

A system for sampling the cover gas is essen-

tiality completed. Additional Bsratron gauges and cali-

bration standards have been ordered for this system.

Improvements recently made to the fission gas sampling

system in Cell 14 will be incorporated into the cover

gas sampling ayatem.

The twenty-two storage holes are being modified

to hold the 61 in. long unencapmdated pins as well as

the 40 in. long capsules. Prelimin&y critical calcula-

tions indicate that at least 12 typical pins could be safely

stored in each of the holes.

Two Kollmorgen periscopes, ordered for detail-

ed examination and photography, are expected to be re-

ceived before June 1.

Iv. METHODS OF ANALYSIS

Measurement of U and Pu
(J. W. Dahlby and G. R. Waterbury)

Controlled-potential coulometric titrations were

shown previously to be satisfactory for measuring U

and Pu in mixed oxide or carbide fuels having undergone

burnupa significantly leaa than 1%. The method gave

high and erratic results on mfxed oxide fueIs having

approximately 1% burnup. The difficulties were assumed

to be caused, at least in part, by the hydrogen peroxide

generated by the intense radioactivity of the sample solu-

tion. Removal of the peroxide from solution by reaction

with peroxidase and catalase enzymes, addition of suMa-

mic acid, and fuming the samples with H2S04 immedi-

atelybefore the titration did not eliminate the bias. Re-

duction of the sample size to 1 mg decreased the bias

to about 1%.

Further reduction of the bias in the Pu titration

to O.1% absolute was accomplished by a redox cycling

technique. This involved repeated cycling of the Pu be-

tween the (III) and (IV) oxidation states until consecutive

values for Pu obtained during either the coulometric re-

duction or oxidation agreed within 2 pg. During the

first redox cycle, the results of consecutive measure-

ments differed by as much as 1 mg, and four or five

cycles were required before the difference was reduced

to 2 pg. By using this technique, the average obtained

for Pu in the mfxed oxide fuel havf.ng undergone 1% burn-

UPwas 22.2% as compared to 22. 1% found in fuel from

the same batch before irradiation.

A method for determining a reliable correction

factor was developed to reduce the bias in the titration

of U. A l-mg sample was titrated in the usual way.

Then the sample was left in the titration cell for a pre-

determined waiting period and retitrated. The length

of the waiting period was adjusted to make the total time

involved in this second titration equal to the time re-

quired for the ftist titration. Subtraction of the blank

obtained by this second titration reduced the bias to 0.5

relative percent. An average of 65. 9%Jwas obtained for

U in the mfxed oxide fuel with 1% burnup as compared to

66. 2% measured in the same batch of fuel before irradia-

tion. Other techniques under consideration for improving

the titration of U include (a) use of a glassy carbon work-

ing electrode instead of Hg and (b) redox cycling.

Gross Gamma Scanning
(J. Phillips and J. Deal)

Testing was completed on a simple gross gamma

scanning system that was assembled to provtde informa-

tion quickly and non-destructively about areas of inter-

est for further analyses in irradiated fuel elements. The
.

system consisted of the existing scanning mechanism,

slit, and lithium-drifted germanium detector of the high-

resohtion gamma scanner, and a new amplifier, single

channel analyzer set to accept all gamma energies above

a preset background, a scaler timer, and a printer read-

out. This simple scanner was satisfactory during test-

ing and in gross gamma scanning of two irradiated fuel

elements. It was possible to take data on an irradiated

fuel element and obtain the gross gamma scan in one

day. Measurements of fuel lengths with this system

were accurate within O.01 in. The gross gamma scanner

complemented the high-resolution system for detailed

gamma scanning and was used when a rapid gross gamma

scan was required.

Compments were received for the new high reso-

lution system (Nuclear Data 50/50) which can be used for

either gross gamma scanning or the various modes of



detailed gamma scanning. The components are being

assembled for testing prior to installation in the DP

West hot cell facility.

v. EXAMINATION OF UNIRRADIATED FUELS
(K. A. Johnson, C. Baker, J. A. Leary)

Seven unirradiated pellets of U~ ~Puo ~cl+x
. .

were examined for WARD. These specimens w,ere typi-

cal samples from WARD Batches 535, 536, 539, 548,

snd 549. Pellet densities were determined, followed by

metallography, microhardness, and electron microprobe

examination. Results have been summarized in docu-

ment CMB-11-9604 ‘Results of Examination of WARD

Carbide Pellets, II, ” March 12, 1970. Copies were

sent to AEC/RDT and to WARD.

VL REQUESTS FROM DRDT

Examination of Irradiated Material
(K. A. Johnson, E. D. Loughran (GMX-2),
J. R. Phillips, J. W. Schulte, J. F. Torhert
(GMX-1), G. R. Waterbury)

Atomics International

Examinations of materials from irradiation test

experiment NRX-101 were compIeted with the receipt

by AI of the burnup results obtained at INC. Proper
.

disposal of the AI materials was started.

Battelle Northwest Laboratory

A report describing the microprobe examination

of a specimen from fuel pin BNW-1-11 was forwarded

to DRDT and BNWL.

LASL (K-Division)

Experiments OWREX 12 and OWREX 13 were

disassembled and visually examined. Experiment

OWREX 14 was received; nondestructive testing will be

started in early April.

One fuel-clad sample from OWREX 12 and four

fuel-clad samples from OWREX 13 were examined

metallographically. The examination, conducted in an

Ar atmosphere, consisted of the following microphotog-

raphy, alpha and beta-gamma autoradiography, and opti -

cal metallography.

Nuclear Materials and Equipment Corporation

The following tests and measurements were com-

pleted on NUMEC B-1 and NUMEC B-9 capsules and

pins; radiography, diameter measurements of the

capsules, analysis of cover gas from the capsule, micro-

photography and profilometry. Gross gamma Sc-ing

was completed on the NUMEC B-1 capsule.

In addition to those tests conducted on NUMEC

B-n last Quarter, the following operations were carried

out during this period gross (and detailed) gamma scan-

ning, analysis of cover gas sample from capsule, analy-

sis of fission gas sample from pin, microphotography,

and 2 samples each taken for density and burnup deter-

minations.

Removal of the capsule cladding and sodium, and

sectioning of the pin were carried out in an Ar atmo-

sphere.

Six specimens of fuel-clad were examined in an

Ar atmosphere usf.ng the following capabilities: alpha

autoradio~aphy, beta-gamma autoradiography, and

microphotography. Optical metallography on these

specimens was not completed during this Quarter.

A section of capsule cladding in the vicinity of

the breach in the ptn cladding was slit longitudinally

and the sodium removed by washing with Dowanol EB

and alcohol. Detailed photographs of the interior sur-

face of the cladding were made using the KolImorgen

periscope.

Data reports were forwarded to NUMEC and

DRDT when phases of the work were completed.

United Nuclear Corporation

Ten fuel ptns (or sections) from United Nuclear

were examined during this period. The types of exami-

nations or operations conducted on these fuel pins are

as follow9

UNC-87 , -89, and -90

Electron microprobe examinations of UNC-87

and -90 were completed, and the data for UNC-87 was

forwarded to UNC and DRDT. Preparation of the data

report for UNC-90 and the examination of a specimen

from UNC-89 are in progress. Radiochemical analyses

of eleven previously dissolved iron, flux-monitor wires

were reported as before.

Metsllographic operations carried out during this

period consisted of microphotography on 4 Nb disk speci-

mens and tuo fuel-clad specimens from UNC-80. A replica

5



of the surface of one of the fuel-clad specimens from

UNC-90 was also prepared.

UNc-lol

This capsule was received on February 5, 1970,

and the examinations or operations completed during the

Quarter are: gross gamma scanning, radiography with

the Betatron, measurement of capsule diameter, pro-

f ilometry on pin, analysis of cover gas sample from

capsule and fission gas sample from pin, microphotog-

raphy of fuel pin surface, and disassembly in an Ar at-

mosphere.

Metallo~aphic examf.nation, carried out during

this Quarter, consisted of: alpha and beta-gamma auto-

radiography, microphotography, and microphotography

on four fuel-clad specimens. The specimens were also

prepared in an Ar atmosphere.

UNC-81, -82, and -83

These capsules were received on October 29,

1969. The examinations or operations carried out dur-

ing this period are as follows: analysis of cover gas

(UNC-82 and -83) from the capsule; analysis of fission

gas; microphotography of pin surface; profilometry;

density determinations on two samples from each pin;

dissolution of three iron, flux-monitor wires and radio-
54m.

chemical analysis for absolute counting rates of ,

and two burnup samples from each pin were packaged

for shipment to Idaho Nuclear for analysis.

One ~ disk and 4 fuel-clad specimens from

UNC-81, five fuel-clad specimens from UNC-82, and

sfx fuel-clad specimens from UNC-83 were examined

metallographically. The following examinations were

carried out on each sample: alpha and beta-gamma auto-

radiography, macrophot.ography, and microphotography.

Replicas were prepared of one fuel-clad specimen from

each of the three fuel pins.

UNC-84 , -85, and -86

These capsules were reoeived on March 18,

1970. The tests conducted during this Quarter were

radiography with the Betation and diameter measure-

ments on the capsules. Gross gamma scanning was

completed on UNC-86 only.

Data reports were forwarded to DRDT and UNC

as phases of the work were completed.

Westinghouse (WARD)_

Analyses of gross and detailed gamma scanning

data from three capsules (W-l-G, W-2-G, and W-3-G)

were completed and data reports were sent to WARD.

A sample of urdrrsdiated aluminum-cobalt wire

from the same wfre used as a flux monitor on the three

capsules was sent to ANL (Illinois).

VII. REFERENCES

1. A. E. Ogard, Quarterly Status Report on the
Advanced Plutonium Fuel Program, July 1 to
September 30, 1969, LA-4307-MS, p. 26.
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PROJECT462

SODIUMTECHNOLOGY

Person in Charge: D. B. Hall
Principal Investigator: J. C. Biery

All work on the Sodium Technology program will be discontinued at the

end of FY-1970, for it is not funded beyond that time. Phaseout activities,
including disposition of equipment, has begun. Final reports on the Sodium

Technology work will be included in the Fourth Annual Report on the Advanced

Plutonium Fuels Program which will be issued at the end of the current fiscal

year.
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PROJECT 463

CERAMIC PLUTONIUM FUEL MATERIALS

Person in Charge: R. D. Baker

Principal Investigator: J. A. Leary

I. INTRODUCTION

The principal goala of this project are to prepare

pure, well characterized plutonium fuel materiala, and

to determine their high temperature properties. Pro-

perties of interest are: (1) thermal stability, (2) ther-

mal expansion, (3) thermal conductivity, (4) phase re-

lationships by differential thermal analyais, (5) struc-

ture and phase relationships by X-ray diffraction, high

temperature X-ray diffraction, neutron diffraction and

high-temperature neutron diffraction, (6) densiiy, (’7)

hardness and its temperature dependence, (8) compati-

bility, including electron microprobe analysis, and (9)

compressive creep (deformation).

II. SYNTHESIS AND FABRICATION
(R. Honnell, H. Moore, R. Walker, C. Baker,
W. Hayes)

A. Materials for Properties Measurements

In support of physical properties measurements,

a number of different carbide compositions were syn-

thesized and fabricated into well characterized test

specimens. A brief description of the compositions and

areas of interest follows:

1. To further elucidate specific areas of the Pu-C

phase diagram, approximately lfI different compositions

were alloyed and fabricated into DTA test specimens.

Compositions of interest were bounded by the sesquicar-

bide-dicarbide and the monocarbide compositions.

2. To obtain thermodynamic data on the Pu-C sys-

tem from EMF measurements, test specimens were

sintered and characterized from PuCO.82, PuCO.go, and

PuC1. s powders.

3. Approximately 500 grams of materisl wss

alloyed to a nominal composition of (Uo.~Puo.z) Ci. o for

the purpose of comminuting to powder and sintering to

compressive creq and thermal conductivity specimens.

4. Powders of (Uo.S4PU0.*~)C2. ~2 and

( UO. 4PU0. 36)%. 00$were synthesized for powder X-ray

diffraction studies.

B. Materials for Irradiation and Compatibility
Experiments

Fifty-four pellets of zwuo. *p%. ~C are characterized

and available for fuel pin loading. Material is in

progress to meet the 65 pellet fuel loading requirement

with 10 spare pellets. A considerable number of pellets

have been rejected because of the appearance of a grain

boundary phase analyzed as being plutonium rich with

significant amounts of iron, nickel, silicon, and

chromium. The silicon impurity was traced to the

u-233 feed metal, and corrective measures were taken

in the uranium process metallurgy to reduce the silicon

contamination. Pellets recently alloyed from low silicon

uranium are free from grain boundary inclusions as

determined by metallographic examination.

The use of U-233 in (U, Pu) C pellets has not intro-

duced a serious radiation handling problem at the

quantities employed, i. e., 150-gram ingots of newly

8



separated metal. For example, the gamma activity of

a (U, Pu) C button containing approximately 60 grams of

U-233 attained a level of 175 mr/h at contact after 78

days starting from an initial activity of 15 mr/h.

III. PROPERTIES

1. Differential Thermal Analysis
(J. G, Reavis, L. Reese)

Determination of temperatures of melting and of

phase transformations in the Pu- C system by use of

differential thermal analysis techniques has continued.

Two samples of irradiated UQ-25% PU02 have also been

investigated by application of DTA fn the Hot Cells.

Transformations in the Pu-C System: Differen-

tial thermal analysis observations have been completed

on 10 additional compositions over the range PuCO.TO-

PuCi. 85. As reported previously, DTA does not give

precise values of liquidus temperatures (* 20°C). Con-

sequently, these temperatures must be determined by

quenching samples from selected temperatures and ex-

amining them for complete liquid formation. Results of

the observations are listed in Table 463-1. The liquidus

values listed here are in fair agreement with the

currently-accepted version of the Pu-C diagram, but

the thermal arrests at 1590°C listed here differ sig-

nificant y from those to be expected from the diagram.

Additional compositions must be observed, however,

before the diagram can be redrawn.

Table 463-I

TMNSFORMATION TEMPERATURES OF
PuC COMPOSITIONS

Atomic Arrest
Ratio, C/Pu Temps. , ‘c Liquidus , ‘c

0.72 1690 A 15
0.’77 1675 * 25
0.83 1585 1670 * 20
0.86 L595 1685 * 10
0.92 1590 1735 * 20
0.97 1590 1720 * 20
1.01 1590 1780 A 20
1.04 1590 1785 4=20
1.07 1595 1810 * 20
1.85 1660,2015 2235 + 15

Observations of Irradiated UO*-25% PU02: Two

samples of U~-25% Pu~ irradiated to a level of-9000

MWD/T in EBR-11 have been studied by DTA. Both

samples were taken from the same fuel pin. The

samples were contained in W crucibles covered by

loose-fitting W lids which had pyrometric sight holes in

the center. The furnace was filled with Ar at about 0.5

atm pressure during thermal cycling. As the samP~es

were heated, a film formed on the cooler parts of the

furnace, including the window through which the light

beam to the pyrometer and the DTA sensors emerged.

This necessitated frequent interruption of thermal

cycling for window changing and gave uncertainties in

temperatures of the order of 100° at times becauae of

the uncertainty of thickness of the film. Qualitative

measurements showed the presence of significant

amounts of ~-y activity in the material deposited on the

window.

Arcing of the induction-heated furnace was a more

serious problem than usual. It is believed that the

presence of the volatile material aggravated this

problem. Arcing leads to surges and drops of power

input to the furnace so that the thermal cycles are non-

linear and the identification of valid arrests in tempera-

ture and AT curves becomes very difficult.

Because of these experimental difficulties, the un-

certainties in temperatures of arres & are larger than

those usually encountered in DTA investigations on

unirrsdiated fuel. The sensitivity of the measurements

waa also adversely affected by the non-linearity of the

T and AT curves. It is estimated that a transformation

must involve release or absorption of the order of 10

csl/g of fuel over a temperature range of 10° or less to

be detected under these conditions. This type of DTA

apparatus normally is more sensitive by almost an

order of magnitude.

No solid/soIid transformations were detected in

either of the fuel samples. The observed solidus and

liquidus values are compared in Table 463-II with

solidus and 1iquidus temperatures observed for an un-

irradiated sample of U02-25% Pu~ in the same apparatus.

Although there appears to be a trend toward higher

values of the melting point in the irradiated samples,

this trend is less than the uncertainties of measurement.

Irradiated sample No. 1 was photographed after

heattng to 2775* 25° and is shown by Fig. 463-1. At
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Table 463-II

SOLIDUS AND LIQUDXJS TEMPERATURES OF
U02-25% PU02

Sample Solidus, ‘c Liquidus, ‘c

Unirradiated 2675 * 20 2775 + 20
Irradiated

No. 1 2750 * 50 2825 * 50
Irradiated

No. 2 2680 * 25

this time the sample was found to have sintered so that

the granules stuck together but there was no slumping

or other indication of macro liquid phase formation.

After this sample was heated to 2860* 25° it was found

to have been completely liquid as is shown by Fig.

463-2.

Figure 463-1. Irradiated Uoq-25% PU02 after heating
to 2775* 25 C (3/4 in. dia crucible)

Figure 463-2. Irradiated UOQ-25%PuQ after heating
to 2860* 25 C (3/4 in. dia crucible)

The second sample was inspected after heating to

2820 A 25° and again after heating to 2900 * 50°. At

2820 * 25° the sample had slumped, showing consider-

able penetration into the solid plus liquid region, but

melting was not complete. At 2900 * 50° the sample

was completely liquid.

2. Room Temperature X-ray Diffraction
(C. W. Bjorklund)

The characterization of plutonium fuel materials

by X-ray powder diffraction techniques has continued.

The results have been incorporated elsewhere in

appropriate sections of thts report.

Evaluation of a precision linear comparator for

mess uring powder diffraction ftlms has been continued.

This instrument is capabIe of reading directly to 0.001

mm compared to O.05 mm for a desk top film reader.

In previous reports, an equation was developed to

calculate the relative lattice expansion of self-irradia-

tion damaged PU02 as a function of time and tempera-

ture over the temperature range -200° to 400°C. A

modification of this equation could be used to calculate

a thermal annealing curve for radiation damaged Pu~

over the same temperature range, but the curve

leveled off prematurely when an attempt was made to

extrapolate it to higher temperatures. Previous

difficulties have now been overcome in calculating new

parameters for the original equation to tnclude arbitrary

data showing negligible lattice expansion at 1000°C.

However, as suspect~ the agreement obtained

between the experimental data and the calculated curves

at the lower temperatures is not as good when the new

parameters are used. The calculated annealing curve

is somewhat improved at the higher temperatures when

the new parameters are used, but not to the extent

desired. One of the parameters in the original equation

includes an activation energy term which was assumed

to be representative of a single first-order annealing

process occurring over the entire temperature range,

or, as is more likely, an average value for several

first order annealing processes. The results described

above support the hypothesis that this actt vation energy

term is responsible for the faiIure of the equation to

I
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apply over the entire temperature range from -200° to

1000°C. More likely, several annealing processes with

different activation energies occur simultaneously at

rates which differ with temperature as suggested by

Kelley (B. T. Kelley, “Irradiation Damage to Solids”,

Pergamon Press, (1966) p. 180). A single value

probably cannot be selected as an average value

applicable over the entire temperature range.

3. High Temperature X-ray Diffraction
( J. L. Green, K. Walters)

The investigation of the high temperature crystallo-

graphic properties of materials associated with the

carbon rich fields of the U- Pu-C phase diagram is

continuing.

An independent determination of the sesquicarbide

tn cubic &carbide transformation temperature has been

completed for (UO.~5Pu0.35)C2. The transformation was

observed to occur at 1735 < T < 1750°C. Differential

thermal analysis data was not available for this partic-

ular composition; therefore, a sample was prepared

and the transformation temperature was measured using

that technique. The transformation temperature mea-

sured was 1740 * 10°C wbicb Ls in excellent agreement

with the value reported above. During the DTA investi-

gation, an attempt was made to obtain a corroborative

observation of the bet to fcc dicarbide transformation

that has been observed at 1550°C in diffraction studies.

No thermal arrest was observed near that temperature.

It was estimated that an energy release corresponding

to approximately 5’%of that associated with the dicar-

bide to sesquicarbide transformation would have been

detectable. The transformation energy for the bet to

fcc dicarbide transformation is estimated to be approxi-

mately 50% of that for the decomposition reaction;

therefore, 10% of the sample would have to be involved

before tie bet to fcc transformation would be detectable.

Diffraction studies have tndicated that only approximately

8% of the material at this composition is involved in the

transformation; therefore, it appears that the thermal

effects are not large enough to be observable. An tn-

dependent identification of this feature would be desir-

able; however, it does not appear that it will be possible

to do so using DTA.

Cooltng a well crystallized sample of fcc

(UO.S5PU0.35)C2 from 1850°C to room temperature in

approximately 15 sec ytelded a quenched sample of

essentially 100% bet dicarbide. G!Ily traces of the

strongest sesquicarbide lines were observed. A least

squares fit of the diffraction data yielded the following

lattice parameters:

o = 3.5528* 0.0008Aa

co = 6.023 * 0.003~

where the error limits represent the 95% confidence

interval with respect to internal consistency. For

comparative purposes, the lattice parameter data from

earlier quenching studies (arc melting and DTA ) were

reviewed and least squares fitted to linear functions of

composition. The a. reported above is smaller by

approxtmately O.002 ~ than that calculated from the

fitted equation while the co values are essentially iden-

tical. Tbfs sample was subsequently used to study the

effect of low temperature annealing on bet dicarbide.

Annealing for 2.25 hr at power levels less than 75% of

that required to produce the first observable color tn

the sample area had no effect on the bet pattern.

Annealing for 45 minutes with the sample just observ-

ably red (- 5000C) resulted in the decrease of the bet

line intensities to essentially the values observed using

slowly cooled samples. Annealing for an additional 5.5

hr at that power caused minor decreases in the bet line

intensities; however, the interpretation of these changes

was complicated by what appeared to be sample oxida-

tion. It is not possible, therefore, to decide whether or

not the small residual amount of bet dicarbide is stable

at this temperature; however, it may be concluded that

amounts in excess of this are unstable.

4. Thermodynamic Properties of Plutonium Com-
pounds by Electromotive Force Techniques
(G. M. Campbell)

Three cells of the type

PU(4) IPuC13, LiC1-KCl I PuCO.~,, Pu,~ (s,

where the anode had a C to Pu atomic ratio of 1.066

were monitored galvanostatically. (1)
Initial potentials

were sufficiently negative with respect to the standard
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Pus+/Pu* potential ( >600 mV) t.atndicate a negligible

current from this source. Voltammetric snalyais con-

firmed this. After two weeka, however, these analyses

indicated a rapid increase in Pu’+ levels which was

accompanied by a pronounced positive drift in the cell

emf. These effects were in accordance with those

expected with a mtxed oxidation state electrolyte. Equi-

librium potentials after the rapid drift were stable but

nearly the same as those of Pu2~ + C electrodes.

Since these potentials were too positive to correlate

with the initial potentials a solid state surface compo-

sition change was expected. Chemical analysis of these

electrodes indicated the C to Pu atomic ratio had in-

creased to 1.8.

Since the current from the PI? +/Pu’+ equilibrium

during the initial equilibration is negligible, these po-

tentials can be used to calculate the free energy of the

reaction

1.26 h + 0.87 PU2& + 3 PuC0.87 . (I)

Data from two of these cells are given in Table 463-III.

Table 463-III

EMF DATA FROM CELL CONTAINING ELECTRODES
OF PuCO.S7+ PU2Cg AGAINST l?u(.fJ)

Cell Emf, V Temp., ‘K

1 0.1393 958.5
1 0.1343 963.5
1 0.1408 978.1
1 0.1381 986.7
1 0.1362 991.2
1 0.1353 980.2
1 0.1301 1000.7
1 0.1342 993.1
1 0.1391 1012.4
2 0.1308 957.9
2 0.1330 951.3
2 0.1325 967.0
2 0.1300 991.8
2 0.1311 983.5
2 0.1399 951.6

A least squares analysis gives the potential

E = 0.1482-0.0000135 T (* 0.0037) V.

The partial molar free enerfg of Pu is

A-q = -10.25 + 0.00093 T kcal/mole.

(II)

(III)

This can be combined with the results of studies made

previously which indicated that at these temperatures the

12

free energy of formation of PU2C3ia

AGOT= -42.0 + 0.012 T kcal/mole . ( IV)

This results in the free energy of formation of PuCO.87

as

AGOT= -16.48 + 0.00387 T kcal/mole. (v)

(4)
Since there is thermal data available for PuC@ S7,

it is possible to make a third law calculation of AH.

using AG1000= -12.6 Snd & 000= 32.6 leads to @ooo =

+ 0. I eu ~d AHiooo = -12.5 kcal/mole or AH298= -10.8

kcal/mole for PuC@ 87. using ASl 000for reaction (I) as

-0.93 eu ( eq. III) S: 000for Pu2~ becomes ‘71.7 eu, and

using the free enerpy of formation of Pu2~ from emf

measurements of -30 kcal at 1000°K, AS: MO= -0.4 and

AH: 000= -30.4 for the reaction

2‘U(A)‘3 c(s) = ‘U2G(S) “
(VI)

AH~98 = -27 kcsl/mole Pu2~ for this reaction. The

reeults are in good agreement with extrapolated tensi-

metric data. These experiments indicate that large

potential shifts should be avoided if possible during

equilibration. A pre-electrolysis step may be necessary

in some cases. One or two more Pu-C compositions

will be examined.

5. Mass Spectrometric Studies of the Vaporization
of Pu Compounds
(R. A. Kent)

The Pu- C Sys tern

The study of the vaporization behavior of the

Pu-C system as a function of composition and tempera-

ture is being continued. During this quarter, a total of

nine experiments were performed on samples ranging

in composition from PuCO.~ to PuC2. The results from

these experiments when combined with data obtstned

‘2) yield the following information about thepreviously

vaporization behavior of this sys tern.

There are three regions of the Pu-C phase disgram

which give rise to invariant but not congruent vapori-

zation:

(1) PU2C3+ c

(2) PUC2+ c

(3) Puc + PU2C3

The vaporization behavior of the Pu-C system may

be described as follows. As one adds C to Pu(l) the
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pressure of Pu(g) at a given temperature decreases as

the Pu activity is lowered. When the low carbon

boundaryofthemonocarbideisreached,thePu(g)

pressure falls sharply. As one continues to heat the

sample and to add C, the monocarbide reacts to form

Pu (g) and sesquicarbide. The Pu(g) pressure remains

invariantso longas boththemonocarbide and sesqui-

carbide are present as solid phases. When the low

carbon boundary of the s esquicarbide is reached the

Pu( g) pressure falls sharply. The sesquicarbide on

heating, gives off Pu( g) with free carbon appearing in

the condensate. Again, the Pu( g) pressure is invariant

so longas both sesquicarbideand freecarbon are

present. Above 1660°C thesesquicarbidetransforms

tothedicarbidewitha resultantchangeinPu (g)

pressure. Vapor pressure values for various compo-

sitions at 1700°K are listed in Table 463-lv.

Table 463-IV

PRESSURE OF Pu(g) AT 1700°K AS A FUNCTION OF
COMPOSITION

Composition of Pu(g) Pressure,
Condensate atmospheres

Pu (L) 4.75x lcr6
Puc&71 (s) 2.71x l&6
Puc@76 (s) 2.41x l@6

( “PUC” + PU2G) (s) 9.76x 1~7
(Pu& + c) (s) 2.28x 1~*

@?c3 + c

Above the two phase condensate Pu2~ + C, the

Pu(g) pressure is given by

log Ppu(atm) = (4. 402 * O.082)- 20474+ 151/T°K,

( 1545- 1927°K) . (1)

When the free energy expression for the decomposition

of Pu2~ is combined with that for the vaporization of
PJ3)

we have

Pu(g) + 1.5C(S) = Puci. ~(s);
AG~5Q = -93,685 + 20.14 T (2)

PU(.4) = Pu(g);
AG1850= 80,176-22.64 T (3)

Pu(i) + 1.5 c(s) = Put,.~(s);
AGfi6m= -13,509-2.50 T (4)

As no high temperature Cp data exist for PuC~. S( s),

thermal functions were estimated from known values for

PUC(S)(4) and C.(5) Equation (4) then reduces to yield

AH~296 = -12.74+ 2.00 kcal/mole and AS~2g8 = + 5.70*

1.50 eu. The value of S~66is calculated to be 20.94 eu.

This value of S~96was employed to calculate the

free-energy functions for PuCi. 5(s) used to generate

the third law values presented in Table 463-V,

Table463-v

TRDUlIAW RESULTSFOR THEDECOMPOSITIONOF PuC~.+ )

Temp., Pu Pre68ure, -Afef(eu) AHtw(kcel/mole) A~ze8,
‘K atmosc.here forreaction(2) forreactfon (2) kcal/mde

1500 5.66X 1~10 21.51 95.74 -12.74
1600 4.03Xlr~ 21.44 95.75 -1.3.75
1700 2.28xI(rt 21.37 95.77
1600

-13.77
1.Wx MP 21.29 95.76

1s00
-13.76

4.29xIrl 21.24 95.78 ~

-12.76

PUC2+ c——

The dicarbide decomposes to Pu( g) and free C

with the Pu( g) pressure given by

log Ppu(atm) = (3.791* O.168) -19293 + 341/T°K,

( 1934-2200°K) . (5)

When the vapor pressure data for the decomposition of

PuC2(s ) are combined with those for the vaporization
of PJ3)

we have

Pu(g) +2 c(s) = PUC2(S) ;
AG2m6 = -88,281+ 17.35 T (6)

Pu(&) = Pu(g);
&9026 = 80684-22.91 T (7)

Pu(l) +2 c(s) = PUC2(S) ;
AGfzoz6 = -7,597- 5.56 T (8)

When equations (4) and (8) are combined, we have

for the transition from sesquicarbide to dicarbide

PUCI.5( S)= PU(.P,)+l.5C( S), AG=13,509+2.50T
Pu(fl) + 2 c(s) = Put,(s) AG= -7,597-5.56 T

PuCi.5( S) + 0.5 C( s) = PUC2(S), AG= 5,912-3.06 T (9)

The transition temperature is calculated to be 1932°K

(1659°C).

Some of the vapor pressure data taken above Pu& +

C and PuC2 + C are presented tn Fig. 463-3.

~u2c3 _

The Pu( g) pressure above monocarbidesesquicar-

bide mixtures is gtven by

log Ppu(atm) = (5. 130+ O.042) - 18939+ yO/TOK,

(1450-1848°K) . (10)

There issome uncertaintyas totheactualmono-

carbldecompositionathightemperatures,but the

limits probably are between PuCO.66and PuCO.~f. For
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Figure 463-3. Plutonium gas pressure above plutonium
sesquicarbide and plutonium dicarbide.

this work we take the composition to be PuCO.89. When

the vapor pressure data for the decomposition of the

monocarbide are combined with those for the decompo-
,., –––.-. .— —-——.–—..,–,s - _..3.,--..-—- .,—-L.-— —f m.sInon 01 me sesqulcarmae ana me vzaporlzunon 01

metal,(’) we have

Pu(~) + 1.46 PUC1.5(S) = 2.46 PUC0.8g(S);
AG1~62 = -86,661 + 23.47 T

PU(A) = Pu(g);
@ 662 =79,713 -22.39 T

1.46Pu(~) +2.19 C(s) = 1.46 PUC1. 5(S);
AG1 ~e =-20,591-3.18 T

l%(~) + 0.89 C(S) = PuCO.as(s) ;
AGflw. = -11,199-0.85 T

k’u

11)

u)

13)

( 14)

When eq ( 14) is reduced to 298°K using known .
(3) c (5)

functions for Pu( ~), ,
~d ~uc( 4)

, we obtain

for puc~. 89(5), AH~2~ = -10.62 + 2.00 kcal/mole and

A S398= + 2. 91A 1.50 eu. The value of S~w is c~cu-

lated to be 17.32 eu.

The free-ener~ functions estimated for PuC1. 5(s)

were combined with the known functions for Pu (.4)
(2)

and ~c(3)
to generate the third law values Meted in

Table 463-VI.
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Table463-%’1

TSISDIAW RE2ULlZ!FOR TSE DECObfKXImON OF RI% d S)

~yP. . P.Premium. -Afti(et!) AN:M(k.d/msla)AH&d.~~,t.m
_ dnmtmhera9 for remctkln(11) 10.reaction(11)

1500 S.1OX10-8 26.76 90.62 -10.67
1600 1.96x10-~ 26.59 ?0.43 -10.68
1700 9.76Xlrl 2s.43 90.61 -10.67
1800 4.06X10-1 26.30 90.66 ~

-10.66

Some of the vapor pressure data taken above

monocarbide-sesquicwbide mtxtures are presented

Fig. 463-4.

in

The vapor pressure data indicate that the low-car-

bon phase boundary for the sesquicarbide curves to the

left at high temperatures passing through PuCf. 45at

1500°C, PuCI. ii at 1550°C and PuC1.31 at 1580°C.

6. High Temperature Calorimetry
(A. E. Ogard)

There are three types of drop calorimeters that are

used for the determination of high temperature heat

contents; each with its own problems. The isothermal

w
~ 6.4
U3
U3
Ld
a 6.6n

:
, 6.8

70

7.2

~
5.4 . . . . . 66

104/ T,” K
Ngure 463-4. Plutonium gas pressure above plutonium

monocarbide plus plutonium sesqticarbido



or ice calorimeter is difficult to use with very high

temperature furnaces anda correction for heat leak to

the surroundings is made in the calculations. An

adiabatic calorimeter supposedly eliminates heat leak

corrections but the error in controlling the adiabatic

conditions may be as great as in the correction itself.

The third method is the isoperibal or copper block

calorimeter in which a correction is made for heat

leakage to the surroundi~s. As reported previously, a

copper block calorimeter is used in this work on plu-

tonium-containing reactor fuel materials.

In a copper-block drop calorimeter the change in

temperature of the copper block due to an unknown

quantity of heat being added is found by adding a correc-

tion term to the observed increase in temperature of the

copper block.

Ae. (em-eo) +F’k(9-9k) dt
to

( 1)

where 90 and 9m are the temperatures at the beginning

and end of heating, to and ~ are the times of heating,

k is the cooling constant of the calorimeter and ek is the

temperature of the isothermal surroundings.

The normal procedure is to first electrically cali-

brate the calorimeter. A measured amount of heat is

supplied electrically. This amount of heat is divided in

the corrected temperature change, A9, from equation

(1) to gtve the calibration constant of the calorimeter.

The temperature rise of the copper block is kept to less

than 3°C and the calorimeter is operated in vacuum so

that Newton’s law of cooling applies. The electrical

energy is also supplied to the calorimeter at relatively

slow rates compared to actual drops. If care is

exercised a precision of better than* O.1% can be ob-

tained.

In a high temperature drop calorimeter (1000 to

30000C) it is not always easy to keep the sample size

small so that the temperature rise is less than 3°C. In

this work temperature rises of up to 10°C occur. At

these large temperature rises Newton’s law of cooling

may not be applicable even in vacuum. Therefore, it

seems necessary to make a thorough study of the factors

entering into the calibration. Also it is necessary to

increase the rate of heating during calibration to approach

the very rapid rate of heating encountered in the actual

drops .

By heating the calorimeter to A9 = loot ad then

allowing it to cool, the cooling constant k was deter-

mined. Up to A9 = 5°C, the cooling constant k =

0.00155 rein-1; above A9 = 5° k = 0.00155 + 0.000015A9.

In argon the cooling constant is expressed by the

equation k = O.00155 + O.000060 A9 over the range of

~ = O to 10°C. If a 0.050 in. thick aluminum convection

shield is used around the calorimeter block k = 0.00062

rein- i.

Table 463-VII shows the most recent calibrations of

the high temperature calorimeter. The convection

shield was not used.

The calibration constant calculated from equation

(1) appears to be independent of the rate of heating and

total heat supplied so long as the time is kept constant.

However, as the length of time of heating is increased,

the calibration constant also increases. Empirically

the constant can be also made independent of the time of

heating by using 2k for the cooling rate before substi-

tuting in equation ( 1). These results are shown in the

last column of Table 463-VI.I and are about 2% lower

than the results from equation (1). The departure from

Newton’s law of cooling may be due tn the non-equilib-

rium conditions existing in the calorimeter block during

rapid heating. It takes -90 min after the electrical

heating is stopped before the oopper block reaches true

equilibrium as shown by the cooling rate equal to k.

These results point out that although the precision

of a high temperature calorimeter is very good its

actual accuracy is somewhat unknown. Further cali-

brations are necessary, especially in argon. Similar

results should be obtained when the calorimeter is run

in argon as in vacuum if the cooling correction is

correct.

7. Transport Properties (K. W. R. Johnson, J. F.

Electrical Resistivity Kerrisk)

A method of measuring electrical resistivity of

disc shaped samples bas been investigated (L. J. van der

Pauw, Phillips Research Reports,’ ~, No. 1, 1 (1958) ).
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Voltage

34.223
34.200
35.988
64.242
53.751

Table 463-VII

CALIBRATION OF VACUUM HIGH TEMPERATURE CALORIMETER
Calibration Constant,

( 1)

Current, Time, Total Heat, Rate of Heating, cal/mv
amps min cal. cal/min A B

0.9358 5 2296.3 459.3 2348.6 2520.7
0.9362 20 9183.1 459.2 2569.4 2520.7
0.9866 20 10,183.4 509.2 2569.2 2517.5
1.7610 5 8111.5 1622.3 2548.4 2524.6
1.4769 20 22,767.8 1138.4 2571,5 2523.9

Average 2561.5+ O.4% 2521.5 * O.1%

Note: (1) Column A calculated with L@ from equation(1)
(2) Column B calculated with AS from equation ( 1), but with 2k for cooling rate.

The method requires four contacts on the periphery of

a thin slab of uniform thickness, but arbitrary shape.

The actual location of the contacts around the periphery

is immaterial. The resisttvity is calculated from two

sets of potential measurements and the sample tMck-

ness. The method will allow electrical resistivity

measurement to be made on thermal diffusivity samples.

The htgh temperature furnace has been received.

Some of tie radiation shields were damaged during

shipment.

Thermal Diffusivity

The cooling water system for the Korad K-2 laser

is now operating with a new pump and filter. A new

flaah lamp reflector bas been installed. The energy

output of the laser has not deteriorated with time since

completion of these repairs.

A series of thermal diffuaivity measurements on

ssmplea of five different materiala (Armco Iron,

InconeI 702, Alloy A-286, Tungsten, and Molybdenum),

with each material represented by three different thtclc-

ness samples, was started. These samples will be used

as standards for assessing the accuracy and precision

of the measurement. The initial measurements indi-

cated a significant sensitivity of the result9 to laser

beam alignment and to the beam energy distribution.

The same indications were found with both ruby and Nd-

doped glaas laser rods. Beam alignment will become

less of a problem when fixed mounts for many of the

components are obtained. Drawtngs for the mounts are

completed and fabrication is just starting. Methods of

providing a uniform beam energy distribution are being

investigated.

The Cent.orr high temperature furnace and its

power supply have been received. The furnace is

presently being installed for a cold mock-up of the

diffusivity system.

8a. Mechanical Properties
(M. Tokar)

A. Hot Hardness

Hot hardneas tests were conducted on PU2C3,

using the apparatus described in previous reports.

Diamond pyramid hardness indentations were made with

a 200 gram load at temperature up to 1000°C in

vacuum. Two Pu2~ samples, containing <5 v/o PuC,

were tested.

The hardness data at temperature from 500- 1000°C

on PU2C3and on a PuC aarnple previously tested are

shown in Fig. 463-5. Each data potnt represents the

mean value of several runs, where tn each run, 3-5

readings were taken at each temperature. The extreme

hardness values obtained at each temperature are also

shown.

It is evident that Pu2~ is considerably harder than

PuC at temperatures above 5000C. The data may, how-

ever, also be plotted as hardness versus fraction of the

absolute melting point for each compound. Lnthis case

Pu2~ would still be harder than PuC at comparable

melting point fractions, but the gap would be smaller.

For example, at 0.5 Tm PuC has a DPH of about 170

versus 200 for Pu2~.

.

.
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Modifications are being made to the hot hardness

tester which will extend the maximum temperature

capabili~ to temperatures ahove 1000°C. These

changes have been hindered by delays in the delivery of

materials required in the fabrication of the furnace

heating elements. The modifications should be com-

pleted, however, before the end of the current fiscal

year.

B. Creep

The compressive cre~ of Uo.~Puo,~Chas been

measured at 1500°C and 2200 psi, The minimum creep

rate was 2.64 x l~g/h, In comparison the creep rate

of arc-cast hyperstoichiometric UC under these test

conditions has been reported to be about 8 X 1~ ‘/h,

The relatively high creep rate for the mixed carbide in

the present study may be related to the low density

(11. 5 g/cm9 ) of the material, During the test at 1500°C

and 2000 psi the Uo.~Puo,~C specimen was deformed

33. 6% in 43 hours with an accompanying increase in

density to 12,2 g/cmg, A major portion of this study is

concerned with the determination of the effects of

micros tructural variables such as porosity, grain size,

etc. , on creep rate.

Although at present specimen deformation is being

measured with a micrometer, an optical extensometer

is being set up which will allow the deformation to be

measured in situ. Some delay was encountered due to

a malfunction in the internal circuitry of the differential

amplifier, but this has been rectified. The targeting

haa, however, been found to be extremely critical. In

order to achieve a “lock-on’!, more light is required

than is currently obtainable by reflection from the

graphite susceptor to the vacuum chamber wall to the

optical heads. The additional light will be obtained by

introduction of two resistance-heabd tungsten filaments

into the vacuum chamber directly in the light path of the

optical heads.

8b. tiecial Problem
(J. L. Green and K,L. Walters)

134CStructural StudZ

The summary of a recent attempt to characterize

the powder diffraction patterns of various samples of
(6)

B4C rqorted analytical difficulties in the X-ray

diffraction data could not be satisfactorily indexed in

‘7’ 8) for B4C.terms of the published structure Although

the precise nature of the problem was not indicated, it

was clear that the structure of B4C was considered to be

in question. Similar difficulties have been reported by

other investigators.(’) In other instances, apparently

no attempt was made h index the back-reflection

pattern even though the position of particular lines as

functions of compceition were reported. (lo)
No indexed,

high angle line lists for experimentally observed powder

patterns have been reported in the literature, This

apparent indexing difficulty may acoount in part for the

faot that no high preoision lattloe parameters have been

reported, Uncertainties regarding the basio structure

must be eliminated before crystallographic data may be

effectively used for properties studies or in routine

materials characterizations. h order to demonstrate

that observed powder patterns are consistent with a

particdar structure, it ie necessary ta show first tiat
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d.mervcdlinepos itions are proper snd second that ob-

sorvcd reflection intensities are those defined by the

structured model. The first requirement shows that

tho reported sizcand shape of the crystal lattice is

correct WM1Othe second shows that the atomic positions

dcfinccl by the structure description are consistent with

observations. Showing that the powder pattern defined

by the published structure is consistent with observation

does not necessarily prove that the structure is

correct: however, it would eliminate the basis for the

chtdlcngcs regarding the symmetry of the structure

llmt have been presented in the literature.

Neutron diffraotton techniques have never been

npplicd to the study of B4C. It is possible that such

da~? would bc useful in certain areas of the problem.

Neutron diffraction patterns characteristically have

low resolution; therefore, studies of precise line

positions are best carried out usfng X-ray techrdques.

The area in which neutron data would be most useful

is the study of reflection intensities. The accurate

m msurement of X-ray reflection intensities is a diffi-

cult problem. However, neutron intensities can be

measured with good accuracy under appropriate experi-

mental conditions. The advantages of neutron diffrae

tion result from the facts that (1) accurate absorption

corrections are possible, and (2) no uncertainties are

introduced by the use of form factors since nuclear

scat tering factors are independent of the diffraction

angle. The primary experimental difficulties will be

associated with the absorption effects. Due to the

fortuitous near equality of the scattering amplitudes of

12c and 11B, it will be necessary to use material con-

taining a substantial amount of ‘b to make it possible

to differentiate between C and B positions in the struc-

ture. The absorption coefficients for thermal neutrons

will be large; therefore, thin targets will be required.

The major problem will be the preparation of targets

that are sufficiently thin and uniform but still containing

enough material to produce a satisfactory diffraction

pattern.

The following is being done to evaluate the femi-

bility of such studies:

1. Test the consistency of line positions with the pub-

lished structure using standard X-ray powder

techniques. This must be done before meaningful

intensity studies may be made.

2. Develop techniques for the preparation of thin

neutron diffraction targets of B4C and test the

consistency of observed intensities with those de-

fined by the published structure.

E these investigations indicate that the structuro is

nominally correct, the technique could further be

applied to studyfng the structural effects of changes in

the B/C ratio within the stdchiometry rsnge of “BIC”.

A study of the mechanisms by which excess boron and/or

carbon are accommodated by the structure would be of

considerable tnteres t. The method could also prove

useful in the study of the structural effccta of radiation

damage.

The first item of the proposed investigation has

been essentially completed. Debye-Scherrer powder

diffraction patterns were obtdned on several samples

of commercial grade, carbon-rich B4C end analyzed.

The patterns from the various samples appeared to be

essentially identical. The analytical data for this

material is shown in Table 463-VIII.

Table 463-VIII

B4C ANALYTICAL DATA
(1)

PycnometricDensity
Bulk Density
Tap Densi&

B 75.9%
c 21.8%
02 0.76%
N2 320

Li < 10
Be~3
Na < 100
Mg < 3
Al 30
Si 300
K <300
Ca < 30
Ti <300
v < 100
Cr < 30
Mn 10
Fe 500
co < 30

(See Note on followingpage)

2.52 gm/cms
0.57 gm/cma
0.92 gmlcms

Ni < 30
Cu 30
Zn < 100
Sr < 30
Zr < 100
Nb < 300
Ag < 3
Cd < 30
Sn < 30
Ba < 30
W < 300
Pll 20
Bi < 10
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Note: (1) Kawecki Chemical Co. B4C (Lot No. 292-83).
Chemical analyses reported as ppm by weight
mless otherwise indicated.

The powder patterns were taken using a 114.6 mm

diameter Norelco Debye-Scherrer camera. Copper

radiation was used; however, a 6 x la 4 in. thick inter-

nal Ni filter was used b eliminate the K@ component.

In order to enhance weak lines a large capillary (O. 5 mm

dtameter) and relatively long exposures were used.

This allowed most of the lines in the pattern to be re

corded. However, it resulted in severe overexposure

ofs everal of the low angle lines. The unambiguous

back-reflection lines were used to compute least

squares fitted lattice parameters. The fit appears to be

good, with all deviations reasonably accounted for by

random errors in measurement. The fit was made

using a Nelson- Reiley extrapolation function. Because

the program used in the fitting was not directly applic-

able to a rhombohedral lattice, the fit was done in

terms of the alternate hexagonal unit cell. The results

of this fit are

a. = 5.6016 ● O.OO1OL

co = 12.072+ 0.003~

where the error limits are 95% confidence intervals with

respect to internal consistency. These correspond to a

rhombohedral unit cell with

a = 5. 1625A
o

CY = 65.65 deg.

The only lattice parameters available in the literature
(11)

for comparable material are those reported by Allen

for B,. ~C. He reported a. to be 5. 61A and co to be

1.2.07~ for the hexagonal unit cell as calculated from

low angle data. Agreement is satisfactory.
~llio~ 10)

presented the results of diffraction measurements on

B4C as a function of composition by reporting the angular

position of what he termed “the strong back-reflection of

B4C”. The strongest high angle line in the B4C pattern

is the 5= - 33~a1 which was observed in the present

study of 152.77°2 e . Elliot reported his line at 152.84°

29 for carbon saturated B4C. The two line positions

are identical to withtn errors in measurement.

The graphite lattice parameters estimated from

these data are

a. = 2.51A

c = 6.661
0

Although these parameters are very approximate, they

imply rather large boron solution in the graphite.
(12)

TWOmtnor anomalies were observed in the pattern.

The first has to do with the line occurring at 48.90°2 e.

‘I%is reflection was indexed as the B4C 220; bowever,

the observed intensiby appears somewhat larger than

would be expected from calculated intensities. The

reason for this discrepancy is not known, but it could

be due to minor inaccuracies in the positional para-

meters used in the calculations. The second problem

is in regard to the weak line observed at 151.03° 2f3. It

has not been possible to identi& this reflection. It does

not appear to belong to the B4C pattern. It may be due

to the graphite phase. Except for these items, the

observed pattern appears to be satisfactorily consistent

with the published structure with respect to both line

position and estimated intensity. It is concluded, there-

fore, that X-ray powder data for carbon saturated B4C

present no baais for challenging the published structure.

It should be noted, however, that the intensity considera-

tions presented above are not sufficiently sensitive to

constitute a thorough test of all the details of the s truc-

ture description to which powder data can be applied,

e.g. , positional parameters, etc. Evaluation studies

on the applicability of neutron diffraction techniques to

the problem are in progress.

9. New Facilities
(A. L. Gonzales)

New Mass Spectrometer - Room 601

An enclosure for this apparatus has been de-

signed. A purchase order has been written requesting

bids for fabrication.

Hot Hardness - Room 604

All the new pieces except for the heating element

are on hand to convert this unit for work at temperatures

of 1400°C. A new B4C indentor has been fabricated by

the Shops Dept. and appears to be acceptable. An order

has been written for the installation of new services

which are to be requtred for this facility.
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CoolingWater Modifications- Building150

An engineering study has been made by ENG2 to

incrcasc the cooling water capacity throughout Building

MO. Onc of the primary benefits to be gained will be

that this area will now be independent from the rest of

Lhcplant, eliminating present water outages, low

pressure and inadequate chilled water.

A study is also being made with regard to the

negative pressure chilled circulating water. It appears

that we have exceeded the capacity of the present system

in that the negative water, which is cooled by heat

exchanges, is entering and leaving the system at such

u fast rate that the water is not able to be cooled fast

enough. The addition of a larger heat exchanger shouLd

solve this problem.

IV. ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY

1. Determination of 02 in Refractory Oxides, Car-
bides, and Nitrides
(M. E. Smith and J. E. Wiison)

Modifications to improve the method for mea-

suring 02 in ceramic Pu fuel materiais are being investi-

gated because of the great effect of this element on the

proper ties of refractory oxides, carbides, and nitrides.

Onc promising modification is the use of a microwave-

cxcitcd, emissive detector system to measure the 02

evolved as CO as the sampIe is inductively heated to

2000°C in a C crucible. Microwave excitation of the

CO causes a glow discharge that is monitored photo-

mctricslly, and the 02 concentration is calculated from

the time- Lntcgrated signai from the photometer. Re-

peated analyses of severaf refractory oxidea used as

stanclin materials for oxide fuels, show that the pre-

cision ( lu) and the bias are 2 relative preccnt or less

(Tablo 463-rx). The calculations are based on a stsn-

dard curve prepared from data obtained for various

amounts of U308. Data are being obtained to extend the

range of the calibration curve and to determine if cali-

bration for each specific oxide is necessary for better

precision and accuracy.

A second modification being investigated is substi-

tution of impulse heating for induction heating of the

sample. For this type of heating, the sample is placed

in a covcrcd C capsule, and a large direct current of

Table463-IX

DETERMINATIONS OF Q INREFRACTORY OXIDES

Calculalcd No.of Av.N ml. Std.
Oxide Q Content,% Determ~atiOns &!!@& ~

WI 15.18 s 15.12 0.8
ZrOt 2S.73 5 25.81 1.6
-rho* 12.16 5 12.19 0.9
Nt+05 30.10 5 30.16 1.1

Tnzo$ 18.10 6 17.77 0.6

short duration heats the capsule to about 3000° in 1 to

2 sec. The 02 in the sample is evolved m CO which is

trapped on Siq gel cooled in liquid N2and then mea-

sured on a gas chromatography.

Initial tests by analyzing prepared Lf308-”i’aC mix-

tures, each weighing about 5 mg., showed that the

relative standard deviation of the method was abouL 10

percent. Air trapped in the capsuic during loading of

the sample was found to contribute significantly to the

high reagent blanks and to affect the precision of the

method adversely. The heater and sample-loading

systems were redesigned to make the apparatus more

compact, and a small dry box containing a He atn~os-

phere was attached for loading the samples. TcsLing of

the modified equipment was started to dctcrminc if the

apparatus blank was reduced.
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PROJECT 464

STUDIES OF Na-BONDED (U,PU>C LUPBR FUELS

Person in Charge: D. B. Hall
Principal Investigator: J. C. Clifford

Funding for this program will not continue beyond the end of FY-1970.

A final report on the work (and on the also discontinued Fsst Reactor Metal

Fuels Program) will be included in the Fourth Annusl Report on the Advanced

Plutonium Fuels Program, which will be issued at the end of the current

fiscal year. Additional topical reports may be prepared as part of the

phaseout activities during the balance of FY-1970.
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PROJECT 465

REACTOR PHYSICS

Person in Charge: D. B. Hall
Principal Investigator: G. H. Best

I. INTRODUCTION

Basic to the evaluation of various fast breed-

er concepts and proposals are the analytical tech-

niques and physical data used in the analyses.

Valid comparisons between different concepts and

proposals depend on minimization of differences-in

results due to methods of analyses. To this end,

the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory is cooperating

with other AEC laboratories and contractors in the

development of evaluated cross–section data and

associated processing codes. In addition, the

Laboratory is working on the development and main–

tenance of digital computer programs pertinent to

the nuclear analysis of fast breeder concepts. The

Laboratory is also adapting, modifying, and evalu-

ating modular programming systems for comprehensive

nuclear analysis. Finally, the Laboratory is eval-

uating the performance characteristics of various

fast breeder reactor concepts.

II.. CROSS-SECTION PROCUREMENT, EVALUATION, AND
TESTING (M. E. Battat, D. J. Dudziak, R. J.
LaBauve, R. E. Seamen)

A. General

Accurate predictions of reactor design param-

eters, such as critical mass, material worths, and

spectral response, require the development and

maintenance of up-to-date basic microscopic nuclear

data files. To meet this end, a national cOOpera–

tive program is in progress to prepare an evaluated

nuclear data file (ENDF/B). The large amount of

experimental data which is becoming available, to-

gether with theoretical data, makes the mainte-

nance of ENDF/B

large effort is

the microscopic

calculations.

a continuing task. In addition, a

needed in evaluating and testing

data prior to use in reactor

B. Codes

1. MC2 .

Reactor Physics

In response

Division at

atory, recommendationswere

to a request from the

Argonne National Labor-

submitted for additions

to and improvements in the MC2 code. Also, the

code and the current I?NDF/B library tape were sent

to Kirtland AFB.

2. LAPH . Final testing of the LAPH code

has been successfully completed, and the code has

been edited using TIDY and INDEX. The report which

documents the LAPH code has been completed and is

now in press. Several modifications were made in

the tape handling parts of the code to reduce the

long execution time when there are several mater-

ials on the ENDF/B data tape, as is the case with

the sample problem. The central processor time

was reduced by about a factor of two, as was the

peripheral processor time.

3. PHOXE . The “physics” checking code for

photon production data in the ENDF/B format, PHOX,

has been extensively revised and extended and is

now designated PHOXE. It has undergone final de–

bugging and has been submitted to the Radiation

Shielding Information Center (RSIC) Computer Code

Collection. Prior to submission, it was processed

by the codes TIDY and INDEX, in order to improve

ita documentation and adaptability. Changes and

additions that have been made to the code since
1

its previous documentation include:

a. Adaptation to the CDC-6600 FORTRAN com–

piler from the Burroughs B5500 FORTRAN compiler.

The principal changes involved clearing of memory

(initializing), which is done automatically on the

B5500. Also, on the B5500, the memory is cleared

for each subroutine after each exit from the sub-

routine, so all variables which need to be saved
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must be in COMMON. This use of COMMON was re-

tained to facilitate adaptation of PHOXE to ma-

chines with compiler featurea similar to the B5500.

Other minor adaptations included incorporation of

end–of-file checks, expanded COMMENT cards, and

Improved format of output flags.

b. Subroutine arguments which are integers

were redefined where they appeared aa floating-

point variablea, because the CDC 6600 will float

the integer where this occurs, as opposed to the

B5500 .

c. The ENDF/B tape search routine waa revised

to read tape labels with Hollerith information,

which present ENDF/B tapes have. The TPID card for-

merly required a LIST card format.

d. The ES-EG pair routine was completely re–

written (1) to check that each ES-EG pair in File

14 appeara somewhere in File 15, (2) to flag ES-EG

pairs which appear in File 15 under a different MT

(reaction type) number, and (3) to flag all ES-EG

paira in File 15 which do not appear in File 14,

i.e., have no angular distribution given. Iso-

tropic distributions in File 14 are now paired with

photons In File 15 for the corresponding number.

e. Many Hollerith formats that are written

upon detection of an error (or possible error) were

revised to be more explicit and grammatical. Energy

units were standardized aa electron-volts.

f. A 10-5 error criterion was applied to the

checking of the first tabulated energy in a File 3

‘1’ABlrecord against a theoretical threshold com-

puted from the Q value. The same criterion was ap–

plied to the incident-neutron energies in File 14

and File 15 TAB1 records. Q valuea are now checked

for reasonableness, baaed upon the reaction type

(e.g., Q < 0.0 for inelastic scattering reactions).

Photon energies are checked and flagged if leaa
5

than 10 eV, which serves to detect erroneous en-

tries of energies in units of MeV. For polyiso-

tropic materiala, Q = 0.0 is often entered in the

ENDF/B file for radiative capture (m=102), so a Q
6value of 8 x 10 eV is assumed by PHOXEfor pur-

poaea of checking reaction energetic (total photon

energy release vs Q plus incident center–of-mass

neutron energy). Also , the total photon energy re-

leaaed is printed for informational purposes, even

if it doea not exceed the theoretical maximum.

This is especially useful for detecting missing

photon energy in, for example, radiative capture.

l%. The subsections in File 14 and 15 are now

examined to verify that the photon energies appear

in decreasing magnitude within each section, and

that the continuum (if present) appears last. Alao,

if more than one continuum subsection ia present,

an error comment is printed.

The PHOXE code was debugged by processing so-

dium, magnesium, silicon, chlorine, potassium, and

calcium data. Special emphasis was placed on the

silicon and calcium data because these data are

being provided for some LASL teat calculations of

photon production in concrete.

c. Data Testin~

Proposed re-evaluationa of the ENDF/B data for

235U 238U 239PU 240PU 241
, , , Pu, iron, chromium,

’232niobium, molybdenum, and l% were distributed

during this report period by the National Nuclear

Cross-Section Center at Brookhaven for testing by

the members of the Cross-Section Evaluation Working

Group. These data have been processed in order to

obtain cross-section acts from MC2 for uae in the

calculation of fast critical assemblies JEZEBEL and

GODIVA . The re-evaluated data include several op-

tions which are allowed In the ENDF/B specifica-

tions but which are not implemented in the data

processing codes. These format changes have necess-

itated revisions in the standard ENDFIB processing

codes CHECKER, DAMMET, ETOE, MERMC2, and MC2. Re-

vised versiona of DAMMET and CHECXER were provided

by BNL. Several changea in the data, aa received,

had to be made before they could be processed.

In connection with changes in the data format,

two codes called MAXE4 and PUNCH were written. For
239M 240PU ad 241PU

materials iron, , , , there is

no total inelastic cross section (MT=4) given in

File 3, but only the cross sections for discrete

levels (5 ~MT~ 14, 51 ~MT~ 80) and the contin-

uum (MT=15). The code MAXE4combines the cross

aectiona and calculates the probability distribu-

tions, viz.,

‘MT=4
(E) =

z
U~=i(E) ,

i

and

‘MT=i
(E)

Pi(E) =
U~=4(E) ‘

.

.

,

.



.

.

where

5<i<15,51~i~80 .—

Program PUNCH was written to prepare cards for ETOE

from File 2 unresolved resonance data given under

the LRU=2, LRF=2 option aa ia the case for materials
235U 238U 239PU and 241PU

s s , . The two codes have

been sent to the NWCSC.

Several additional changes in the re-evaluated

data formsterials235U, 238U, 239Pu, 240Pu, and

24bu were received during the first week of March.

These changes were made, and a binary input tape

for MC2 was prepared. Copies of this tape were sup-

plied to all CDC-6600 usera in CSEWG.

Successful MC* runs have been made with all re-

evaluated materiala, except molybdenum and niobium.
“

Additional changes in MC’ will be required before

these data can be processed. Preliminary results

obtained for JEZEBEL and GODIVA are given in Tablea

465-I and 465-II. These tables were distributed at

the CSEWG meeting at Brookhaven on March 24 and 25.

III. REACTOR ANALYSIS METHODS AND CONCEPT
EVALUATIONS

A. General

A continuing taak in faat reactor analysis and

evaluation is the improvement of computer programs

and the development of new computational methods.

In addition to new methods, advances are constantly

being made in computer technology which make pos-

sible the =teneion of existing calculational

techniques.

B. Preparation and Maintenance of Code Packages

1. Two-Dimensional Perturbation Code DAC2

(G. C. Hopkins). The two-dimensional perturbation

code DAC2 has been written and compiled. The code

presently is being checked out with a test problem.

The code was built up from parts of two other

codes: the two-dimensional Sn transport code 2 2DF,

and the one-dimensional perturbation code DAC1.

First, the input and data preparation subroutines

from 2DF were set up. Then, a subroutine SORT was

added to reorder and combine the angular fluxes put

*

I.

II.

III.

Iv.

v.

TAELE 465-I

**preliminary cOMPARISONS OF RFEVALIJATED ENDFIR DATA AND Experiment**
**FAST REACTOR RENCHMARK pR(JljLEM No. 1 - - JEZEBEL**

**LOs ALA~Os sc~tNT~F~c LABoRAT(jRy 17 MARCH 1970**

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION--- AS GIVEN IN MEMORANDUM FROM H. ALTER TO PHASE II

DATA TESTING PARTICIPANTS* DATED 26 JANUARY 1970. GALLIUM NOT INCLUDED.

MODEL OESCRIPTION--- DTF-Iv TRANSPORT THEORY. S-16.
LFTHAQGY-WIOTH GR(JIJP STRIJCT(IRFO

sTANDARo 26 HAl-l=-

SPATIAL MESH--1O INTERVALS BETWEEN
R = 0.0 ANn R = 0.7268 CM, 15 BETWEEN R = 0.7268 AND 6.385 CM. STATIC
1(-EFF CALCULATION WITH l.OE-0~ CONVERGENCE CRITERION.

DATA SOURCE DE%Cl?IPTION--- REEVALUATEO ENOF/tj DATA.
DATA PROCESSED USING VERSIONS OF ETOE ANO MC**2 MODIFIEO TO HANOLE
FORMAT CHANGES. P-1 FUNOAMtNTAL MODE CALCULATION (IOPT=l) WITH
ALL-FINE-GROUP OPTIONO

COMPUTATIONAL RESUI.IS ---MULTIPLICATION FACTOR

MEASURFD VALIJES TAKEN FROM MEMORANDUM DATE(I 21 FEBRUARY 1969 RY
W.(3. DAVEY AND A.L. HESS TO MFMBERS OF THE CSEWG.

K-FFF (I%OTRC)PIC TRANSPORT) = 0.98846
CORRECTIONS --GALLIUM EFFECT = +0.0035

S-INFINITY MINIJS S-1b = -0.00093
P-3 M[NUS TSOTROPIC “TRANSPORT = ‘00002

K-EFF CORkECTED = 0.98903
= 1.000 MEASUHED (+ OR - 0.o03)

COMPUTATIONAL QESULTS ---CENTRAL FISSION RATIOS

MEASURFD VALUES TAKEN FROM MEMORANDUM OATEC) 21 FEBRUARY 1969 BY
W.G. DAVEY AND A.L. HESS TO MFMBEPS OF THE CSFWG.

(PU-239/U-23%) = 1.37
= 1.49 MEAS(JI?ED (+ (JR - 0.03)

( U-238/U-235) = 0.181
= 0.20s MEASUREO (+ OR - (Joo(J~)
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I.

11.

111.

IV.

v.

TABLE 465-II

**PRFLJMINANY COMPAI.IISONS OF F!FLVALLJATED
**FAST REAC1OR REFJCHMARK PRO13LkM NO.

*OL(_)Cj A~AMOCj <CItNTl~I~ LA~IJ~ATO~y

.ENOF/13 DATA AND EXPERIMENT**
5 .- GOD I V A ● *

1{ NANCH 19/0**

SYSTEM DESCRIPrlON--- AS GIVEN IN ME.MOl?ANl)UM FROM Ii. ALTEN TO PHASE 11
DATA TFSTIN[, PARTICIPANTS, I]ATED 26 JANUARY 1970.

MODEL DF%CRIPTTON ---I)TF-Iv lRANSIJOR1 TdtONY. S-16. SrANDARD 26 HALF-
LFTHARGY-WIIJTH GROIIP STRUCrURF. SPArIAL MF.>H-- 10 INTLRVALS 13ErWEEN
P = 0.0 AN() R = ().7?68 CM, ?o BETwEEN R = 0.7.268 ANLJ S./41 CM. STATIC

K-FFF CALCULATICJN wIIH 1.[lE-05 CONVERGENCE CRITERION.

DATA <O(JWCE I’)EsCRIPTIL)N ---t?b.~vAl.llATFIJ ENllt-/tJ [)ArA.
DATA PR(JCFSSE~l US1?JI$ VERSICJNS OF ETOE 4NI) MC**,? ML)I)lFIE1) TO HANDLE
FORMAT CHANGES. P-1 FUNDA!4LldTAL MODE CALCULATION (IOPr=l) WITH
AL1 -FINE-GROUP OPTroN.

Cf)MP(lTATInNAL RtSUl rS---MULllPLICAT ILhN IACTOH
MEASUREU VALUES TAKFN FI?UM Mt.MORANDUM OATE[~ 21 t“EtJR(JAKY 1969 8Y
W.G. r)AVEY AN13 A.L. HESS TL) VFM13EI?S OF Iht. CSEWG.

K-FFF [IS(JTtlnPIC TRANsPORT) = 1.(I(IE’19
CORRECTIONS--S-INF IPJ IrY MINuS S-16 = -0.6UU93

P-3 MINIIS lSOTRCJPIc lkANSPORT = ‘0.002
K-FFF CORRECIE[) = 0.9Y9?b

= 1.0(10 MEA>URLU (+ on - ().003)

COMPUTATIONAL. QESUl.rS--- CENIR~L FISS1ON AND CAPTURE ~AIIl~S

MFASUREO VAL{IFS TAKEN FROM Wk~~UIiANLJUM I)ATLO 21 t-EBR~JAkY 19b9 RY
W.G. OAVFY AND A.L. MESS T() t4FMdERS (JF Ttit. LSEW6.

( U-238 F)/(11-235 F) = 0.1S5
= 0.156 MCASUUf.U (+.{]H - ().()05)

(PU-239 F)/(11-235 F) = 1.36
= 1.42 MEASUNLII (+ OR - OO(lz)

( [1-?38 c)/(lJ-23R F) = 0.5%3
= rl.k? MEASUNEII (+ (JR - 0.02)

out by a revised version of 2DF. Finally, the com-

putational aubroutinea of DAC1 were added and modi-

fied for two dimenaiona.

2. Adaptation of DAC to Standard Interfaces

(B. M. Carmichael and J. C. Vigil). Revised stan-

dard interface between the codes ETOX-lDX (croaa-

section processing),ANISN (one-dimensionalSri),

DOT (two-dimensionalSri),2DB (two-dimensionaldif-

fusion), and DAC perturbation were recently estab-

lished by the Committee on Computer Code Coordina-

tion. DAC ia being revised locally to calculate

reactivity perturbationa from standard interface

data supplied by diffusion or S cOde-s in one, two,n

or three dimensions.

The standard interfaces, or files, needed in

DAC are:

1. ADf4NSTR (administration and control file

containing dimensions and option control
data) .

2. GEO DIST (geometry and material diatribu–

tions) .

3. SN CONS (SN constants).

4. INTQUANT (integral quantities such as zone
volumes and zone-averaged fluxes).

5. MLX DATA (mixture data).

6. MULTIGRP (multigroup cross-section file).

7. GRP FLXS (group fluxes).

Both unperturbed and perturbed versions of MULTICRP

and regular and adjoint versions of GRP FLXS are

required by the perturbation codes.

To make it possible to use generalized reading

routines on the standard files, all files are first

preprocessed to place Hollerith, fixed-point, and

floating-point data in separate re-rds containing

no more than one vector per record.

flags, IREAD(I), are read

1.

IREAD(I) = 1 denotea
read from

IREAD(I) = 2 denotes
read from

IREAD(I) = 3 signals
from both

from cards

all File I
cards,

all File I

Next, the

for each File

data to be

data to be

the standard file, and

File I data to be read
cards and a file.

,

.

,
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If Option 3 is exercised, then additional flags

IRD(I,J) are read from carda to signify that the

data of type J in File I are to be read from cards

(IRD(I, J)=O) or are to be read from an existing

file (IRD(I,J)=l). If any data are to be read from

cards, then both an old and new veraion of the

given file will exist. The new version will con–

tain the updated data read from cards.

The limited amount of Hollerith information

contained in the files is read by special read

statements provided for each Hollerith record.

Fixed–point and floating-point data are read, re–

spectively, by the generalized read subroutines,

REAFXP and REAREL. The argument list in these rou-

tines contains ARRAY, NWDS, IFG, (HOLL(K),K=1,6),

IRD(I, J), and IPRIN. The vector ARRAY containing

NWDS words is read by the subroutine. The array

IFG contains these five items:

IFG(l) specifies the input file for card data,
IFG(2) specifies the output print file,
IFG(3) identifies the old standard file,
IFG(4) identifies the new standard file, and
IFG(5) = IRSAD(I).

ARRAY and its Hollerith description contained in

(HOLL(K),K=1,6) are printed only if IPRIN = 1.

DAC uses 21 files; nine of the files are input

standard files, and allowance is made for nine out-

put or modified files. In addition, three scratch

files are required. To avoid allocating the exces-

sive core memory space (21,525 words) for buffering

all 21 files simultaneously, a COMPASS subroutine

obtained from Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory (KAPL)

is used which permits the reassignment of buffer

areas during execution. By using this COMPASS sub–

routine, the number of buffers required is reduced

to seven.

The revisions to DAC are completed, and test

problems are being run prior to distributing the

code to the Committee for tests on other computers.

3. 3DDT Code (J. C. Vigil). A sample three-

dimensional problem was received from Battelle

Northwest Laboratory to be run with the 3DDT code

for comparison with the 3DB code.3 The sample prob-

lem is a two-group, two-region, one-step burnup’cal-

culation in X-Y-Z geometry. The reactor conslats

of a cubical core region, 80 cm on a side, surround-

ed on all sides by a blanket region, 30 cm thick.

Thus , the reactor is a cube, 140 m on a side. Ini-

tial compositions of the core and blanket regions

are given in Table 465-III.

TABLE 465-III

INITIAL COMPOSITIONS OF CORE AND BLANKET ZONES

Atom Densit v in Units of 1024

Material Zone 1 (core) Zone 2 (blanket)

238U
0.0080 0.0400

239PU
0.0016 0.0

240PU
0.0001 0.0

241PU
0.0 0.0

Fission products 0.0 0.0

c 0.0200 0.0

Na 0.0060 0.0

Fe 0.0130 0.0062

Because of symmetry, only one octant of the

reactor was represented in the calculational model,

which contained ten intervals in each dimension.

reflective boundary condition was applied to the

interior boundaries of the octant, and s vacuum

boundary condition was applied to the exterior

boundaries.

The initial keff calculation waa followed by

A

a

burnup interval of 50 days with the reactor at 800

MWt total power. Following the burnup interval, a

final keff was computed for the new material compo-

sitions resulting from fuel depletion, breeding,

and fission-product buildup.

Results obtained with 3DDT on a CDC-6600 com-

puter are shown in Table 465-IV, along with results

TABLE465-IV

SUMUARYOF 3DtITAND 3DB RESULTS

InitialSvstem
3DB 3DDT

Converged lambda
Multiplicationfactor
TotaL

Flux at K=J-I-l
FLUX at K-L, J-I-1O
Cuter Lterationo
Z iterations
X-Y iterations

Running time (rein)

Converged lambda
Multiplication factor
Breedingratio
TotaL
Outeriteration
Z iterations

X-Y iterations
Runningtime (foin)

0.99999B 0.999996
1.02172 1.02172

2.02526 x 1016 ;:::;;: : Log
2.84968 x LOB

LO 10
Bb 84

363B 1679
2.13 0.35

DepLeted System

0.999991 0.999990
0.99959 0.99961
1.6764 L.6?65

6 9
51 37

2022 1669
1.2B 0.34
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obLained by Battelle with the 3DB code on a UNIVAC-

1108 computer. As seen in Table 465-IV, results

obtained with 3DDT and 3DB agree very well. How-

uver, the running time with 3DDT was about five

times shorter than with 3DB. This is due to the

differences in Lhe CDC and UNIVAC computing systems,

and the fact that 3DDT used fewer X-Y iterationa.

A document that describes the 3DDT code has

been written and will be issued as a Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory report.

4. Burnup-Refueling Code PHENIX (T. J.

Hirons). The burnup-refueling code
4,5

PHENIX has

been modified ao that the complete fuel–cycle his-

tory, i.e., the entire series of burnup intervals,

csn be calculated in one run. Data dump capabili-

ties are also provided so that the problem can be

restarted after any number of burnup intervals.

This multi-interval modification requires only two

additional input control words but reduces the max-

imum allowable storage in the A Coonuon Block from

30,00010 to approximately 27,00010 words. Several

Lest problms have been run to check out the multi-

burnup interval option.

c. Fast Reactor Design Analyais

1. Calculatfonal Models (T. J. Hirona). The

paper, “Calculational Models for Fast Reactor Fuel-

Cycle Analysis,” by Thomas J. Hirons and R. Douglas

U’Dell haa been revised and accepted for publica-

tion in Nuclear Applications and Technology. It

will appear in the July issue.

2. Review of Synthesis Methods for Fast Reac-

tor Analysis (R. E. Alcouffe). A topical review

of the status of synthesis methods for fast reactor

analysis has been initiated. Thus far, a litera-

ture search has been compiled and evaluated. The

most pertinent topics applicable to this review are

in the areas of (1) transport flux synthesis, (2)

apace-energy synthesis, and (3) space-energy-time

synthesis for transient and fuel-cycle analysis.

D. Synthesis of Static Multigroup Tranaport Flux

(R. E. Alcouffe). The technique described in Ref.

6 for employing the two-dimensional transport esti-

mate of the flux from one–dimensional multigroup

transport calculations has been applied to a fast

reactor cell problem. This calculation will be

used to estimate the heterogeneity effect for gen–

crating cell-averaged cross sections.

The technique itself utilizes information gen-

erated from one–dimensional transport calculation

across a cell to form a two-dimensional estimate of

the leakage. This leakage information is furnishud

by a two-dimensional diffusion code that computes

the appropriate two-dimensional flux. To efficiently

carry out this procedure on a computer, the DATATRAN

system7 has been employed. This system allows manip-

ulation or linkage of existing codes by a FORTRAN

program. The data computed or used by the separate

codes can also be manipulated in the same way as

FORTRAN variables and saved on a cataloged library

tape for possible later use.

The system used to synthesize the two-

dimensional transport flux consists of the DTF-IV
8code, which does the one-dimensional transport cal-

9culation and the 2DB code, which performs the two-

dimensional diffusion theory calculation. An exper-

imental intermediate code was written to compute

the leakage coefficients. This system was used to

calculate the flux in the cell shown in Fig. 465-1.

Region I is a beryllium oxide rod, Regions 11 and

IV are 238U2 rods, where the totaJ cross section of
238 .

U M taken to be 1000 b to simulate a resonance,

and Region III is sodium. Three one-group calcula-

tions were performed to compare the effects of dif-

ferent approximations to compute the flux; the zone-

integrated flux is shown in Table 465-v. These

three computations are, respectively, two–dimensional

transport (TNOTRAN-XY), two-dimensional synthesis

0.86

Iv

0.68- ——_——_. —-—--

0.61

111

0.25

0.18– ——_——_- .——— _

1

O“OO.O
I

0.25 0.50 (

11

Fig. 465-1. Fast reactor calculational cell model.
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TABLE 465-v

AVERAGED CELL FLUXES FROM
APPROXIMATE TWO-DIMENSIONAL CALCULATIONS

% Deviation
Reference Fluxes from Reference

Zone TWOTRAN-XY DTF + 2DB 2DB—

I 1.424 - 3.4 +88 .3
II 0.1479 +25.5 -99.1
111 1.332 - 1.0 - 9.5
IV 0.1557 +25 .5 -99.1

CDC 6600
CP time
(see) 165 36 31

(DTF+2DB), and two-dimensional diffusion (2DB). As

can be seen from the table, there is a large error

in the fuel regions when the results of the latter

two approximate calculations are compared to the

reference TWOTRAN-XY calculation. The reason for

this is currently being investigated to correct the

technique.

E. Space Collapsing for Fast Breeder Fuel-Cycle

Analysis (R. E. Alcouffe and T. J. Hirons). A meth-

od previously haa been described which makes pos–

sible the accurate analysis of the fuel–cycle his-

tory of a large fast breeder.
10

In brief, a static

reference calculation of the system (trial solution)

is used to reduce the number of mesh points in

space and energy needed to perform an accurate time-

dependent analysis of the system. A limit condi–

tion is established which states that, when reduced

equations are found by the correct use of a trial

solution, the reduced equations are exact, indepen-

dent of the number and distribution of mesh points.

It can be implied from this condition that, when

the trial solution is not exact, mesh points need

be concentrated only in the regions where the ex-

pected solution differs greatly from the trial sol-

ution. This effect is made clear in the example

presented below. The technique was used previously

to solve the problem of energy collapse;
10

the pur-

pose of the current analysis is to test the effect

of space collapse on fast breeder fuel-cycle

parameters.

Specifically, the equations which describe a

fuel–cycle analysis form a mildly nonlinear initial

value problem. The reactor system and calculational

model to which these equations are applied are de-

scribed in detail in Ref. 11, and it is sufficient

for our purposes here to note that the system is

a fast breeder with a mixed–oxide, UO -PuO core
22

(H/D = 0.16) and U02 blankets. The main computa-

tional difficulty in this problem is the approach

to equilibrium because, during this time, the chan-

ges in the spatial and spectral distribution are

greatest. In general, the changes involve an in-

crease in the flux in the outer blankets, plus a

hardening of the spectrum in these regions. The

core-distribution changes very little.

The technique ia applied here in space collaps–

ing the finite difference equations to perform the

fuel–cycle analysis. The trial solution is taken

as the fine-group (49), fine-spatial-mesh (1462)

computation of the initial condition. In order to

determine the effectiveness of this procedure, three

fuel-cycle computations were performed through six

bumup inte~ala and compared with the reference

calculation. This reference computation utilized

all 1462 spatial mesh points but was collapsed to

eight energy groups. The test calculations also

used the same eight energy groups, but with 49, 22-5-,

and 342 spatial mesh points for Cases 1, 2, and 3,

respectively. I.n these latter calculations, the

225 and 342 mesh problems differ fundamentally from

the 49-mesh calculation in that, in the 49-mesh

case, both the cross sections and leakages were

energy collapsed at each mesh point. In Cases 2

and 3, the cross-section data used is the same as

that used in Case 1, but the leakage coefficients

were collapsed for each of the mesh points. The

effect of this approximation will be tested at a

later date.

The effect of space collapsing on certain fuel–

cycle parameters was examined at three time pointa:

(1) beginning-of-life, (2) third burnup fntemal,

and (3) equilibrium

the core, the inner

axial blanket. For

tion of mesh points

in Table 465-vI.

MESH

value, and for three regions--

axial blanket, and the outer

each of the cases, the distribu-

throughout the reactor is shown

TABLE

POINT

Core

Reference 250

Case 1 3
Case 2 9
Case 3 22

465-vI

DISTRIBUTION

Blankets Total

772 1462
20 49

145 225
228 342

2.



As seen from the table, the bulk of the mesh points REFERENCES

added to those of Case 1 were added in the blankets. 1.

The reason is that the core flux distribution chan-

ges very little in time , while that of the blanket

changes significantly, especially in the outer
2.

regions. The results of the calculations are shown

in Tsble 465-VII. Aa can be seen from this data,

mesh points do significantly improve the calculation.

Also, it is seen that satisfacto@ fuel-cycle parem- 3.

eters may be obtained, even when the number of space

points used is reduced by a factor of thirty as long

as the data is collapsed correctly. 4.

TABLE 465-VII

EFFECT OF A SPACE-COLIX4PSED ANALYSIS 5.
OR SOME FUEL-CYCLE PARAMETERS

BREEDING RATIOS (% error)

Time Reference

1 1.1471
2 1.1883

3 1.1852

239
Pu ATOM DENSITIES

a. Core

Time Reference

1 9125
2 8396
3 8284

Case 1

0.1
-L.9
-2.5

(% error)

Case 1

0.0
-0.2
-0.3

Case 2

0.1
-1.4
-1.7

Case 2

0.0
-0.1
-0.2

b. Inner Axial Blanket

1 658 0.0 0.2

2 1465 -1.7 -1.3

3 1693 -2.3 -1.8

c. Outer Axial Blanket

1 318 0.0 0.0

2 7.45 -3.8 -2.4
3 883 -5.1 -3.3

Case 3

0.1
-0.8
-0.9

6.

7.

8.
Caae 3

0.0
-0.1
-0.2

9.

10.
0.2

-0.9
-1.2

11.

0.0
-1.2
-1.6
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PROJECT 467

FUEL IRRADIATION EXPERIMENTS

Person inCharge: D. B. Hall
PrincipalInvestigator:J. C. Clifford

,

.

1. INTRODUCTION

The goal of this program is to examine the irradi-

ation behavior of advanced fuels for LMFBRs. At presenb

the fuel concepts under study are sodium-bonded mixed

carbides and metals. However, because of the decreas-

ing interest in metals as LMFBR fuels, metal fuel work

has been reduced and will be terminated by the end of the

fiscal year.

Carbide investigations center around the irradiation

performance of high purity, single-phase (U. #UO 2)C. .
produced and characterized at the Los Alamoa Scientific

Laboratory (Project 463). sodium-bonded, mixed-car-

bide pins are being irradiated in the EBR-If reactor at

heat ratings of interest for fast reactor application. The

experiments are designed to examine the degree of fuel

swelling, gas release, fuel -sodium -clad interaction, and

the migration of fissionable material and fission products

as a function of burnup and fuel density. Thermal flux ir-

radtdti ons of LASL-produced carbides also are included to

augment determination of the effects of high burnup on

fuel-bond-clad compatibility.

II. EBR-11 IRRADIATION TESI?ING
(J. O. Barrier)

A. General

The purpose of the EBR-11 irradiations is to evalu-

ate candidate fuel/s odium /chtd systems for the LMFBR

program. IUthe reference design, fuel pellets of aingle-

phase (U, Pu)C are separated by a sodium bond from a

cladding of Type 316 stainleas steel. Three series of

experiments are planned and approval -in-principle has

been received from the AEC.

The capsulea are to be irradiated under the following

conditions:

Condition Series1 S3rfell2 Sertea 3

1. Lineal power, kW/ft -’ 30 - 45 - 30

2. Fuel com~sltlcm (U. #uoo2)C, sfngle-phaae,dnLm3d
.

3.
235U 233U 235U

Fueluranium

4. Fueldenalty 9@% 95% 95%

5. Smear density 8&6 8U% so%

6. Cladsize 0.300-fn.id. X O.010-in.W~

7. cladtylm S16 SS 316 as 316 s

s. MIX cladtemp. ‘F 1360 1275 1350

9. Max fuel ca#ter- 3130 2550 2100

line temp. F

10. aluaup 3 a/oto6 a/o

The capsulesare doublycontained.

B. CurrentResults

Two capsulesfrom Series1, designatedK42B and

K-36B, currentlyare operatinginEBR-11. They wif.1be

dischargedfrom EBR-11 for destructive examination

about August 1, 1970, at burnups of 4.5 a/o and 3 a/o,

respectively.

Three capsules from Series 1, designated K-37B,

K-36B, and K-39B, and’ two capsules from Series 3,

designated K-43 and K-44, have been shipped to EBR-11

and

are

are available for irradiation.

Preparation for the loading of the Series 2 capsules

complete except for fabrication of apprcotimately 1/3
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of the required fuel. These capsules will be loaded when

acceptable fuel is fabricated.

The “data packages” for the Series 1 and 3 experi-

ments have been completed and sent to EBR-11 project

personnel.

m. THERMAL IRRADIATIONS OF SODIUM-BONDED
MIXED CARBIDES
(J. C. Clifford)

A. General

Mixed carbides, sodium-bonded b Type 316 stah-

less steel cladding are being irradiated in the LASL

omega West Reactor (OWR), a 6 MW MTR-type facility.

The purpose of the experiments is to determine whether

fuel, clad, and sodium remain mutually compatible as

burnups of interest in the LMFBR program are approacixxi.

While fast-spectrum irradiations are preferred in order

to produce the power densities and radial temperature

gradients anticipated in LMFBRs, thermal irradiations

appear acceptable in this instance because the fuel re-

gions of prime interest (those in contact with sodium) for

compatibility studies can be maintained at realistic

temperatures.

Experiments are conducted in instrumented environ-

mental cells installed semi-permanently in the OWR. The

principal features of these cells are: (1) a heat removal

and temperature control system consisting of a natural

convection sodium loop, electrical heaters, and a vari-

able conductivi~ heat leak, and (2) a sweep gas system

for the rapid detection of leaking fuel capsules.

B. Current Results

Two environmental cells fnstalled in the OWR core

are being used for irradiation of sodium bonded, mixed

carbides. One carbide experiment has been completed

and two more are under way. The experiments are identi-

oal and each consists of No Type 316 stainless steel cap-

sules, 2.5-in. long and O.300-in. diam with O.010-in.

thick walls. Each capsule oontaina three pellets of 95%

theoretical density, single-phase mixed carbide, a stain-

less steel insulator pellet ta separate the fuel from the

lower closure weld, and approximately 1/3 g Na. The
235U

uranium in the fuel is fulIy enriched in .

The capsules are stacked end on end at the axfa.1

center of a O.600-in. -diam stainless steel secondary

container. The annular volume between capsules and

secondary is filled with sodium, and capsules are cen-

tered in the secondary by thin stainless steel disks at the

tip and base of each capsule. An experiment contains

eight thermocouples for monitoring temp? ratures of the

fuel capsules and secondary sodium.

Measurements of fission heating in the three experi-

ments indicate that each operates at a linear heat rating

of approximately 22 kW/ft. Corresponding specific

powers vary from approximately 650 W/g at the fuel sur-

face to 1’70 W/g at the fuel centerline. Fuel surfaces are

maintained in the range 600-700°C. Figure 467-1 shows

the predicted radial temperature distribution based on a

clad outaide surface temperature of 640°C which is close

to the maximum for each experiment. Figure 467-2

shows a predicted radical power distribution, neglecting

end effects.

OWREX-14, the first carbide experiment, has com-

pleted a scheduled 55 day irradiation and has been re-

moved for destructive examination. Predic&d skin burn-

up for this experiment is 4 a/o. Irradiation of OWREX-

15 was beguninJanuaryand willbe terminatedat8 a/o

skinburnup inJune. OWREX-16 was insertedinthere-

actor in late March and is planned for operation to 10-

-12 a/o, requiring the remainder of the calendar year.

At present, OWREX-15 and -16 are operating satisfact-

orily.

IV. THERMAL lRRADfATICIN OF SODIUM-BONDED
U-Pu-Zr
(J. C. Clifford)

The program to evaluate the performance of LASL-

produced U-Pu-Zr alloys through thermal irradiations

and out-of-pile fuel/clad compatibility tests has been ter-

minated except for the post-test examination of compati-

bility experiments fn progress. Results from these ex-

periments will be summarized in a topical report.

.
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Fig. 467-1. Radial temperature distribution in OWREX-
14 fuel capsule neglecting end effects.
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OWREX-14 fuel.
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PROJECT 501

STANDARDS, QUALfTY CONTROL, AND fNSPECTfON OF PRODUCTS

Person in Charge: R; D. Baker
Prfncipal investigator: C. I’. Metz

L INTRODUCTION

A major factor in the development of a successful

reactor fuel is a high degree of technical competence for

doing the required chemical analysis and related mea-

surements necessary to characterize thoroughly the raw

materials, the manufactured fuel, and the irradiated

fuel. This project is identified with the mixed oxide fuel

development phase of the LMFBR/FFTF Program.

This project is directed toward (1) developing an

analytical chemistry and measurements program, there-

by ensuring high quality and uniformity of raw materials,

(2) establishing and conducting a statistically designed

quality control program of chemical analyses and other

measurements that can be used to assure continuing ade-

quate analytical competence of the fuel producers during

the fuel fabrication stage, and (3) doing correlated chem-

ical analyses and related measurements on irradiated

fuel as a means of studying fuel behavior during core

life; specifically involved will be burnup studies corre-

lated with microprobe and metallography studies, gas

release studies as related to cladding corrosion, and

gas retention studies as related to porosity, particle

size, and other properties of the fuel.

II. PHASE II, LMFBR/FFTF FUEL DEVELOPMENT
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY PROGRAM

The remainder of the analytical data was received

from participating laboratories, and all data were

statistically examined. The results including evalu-

ation of the methods used, the capabilities of each

participating laboratory and the analytical problems

remaining to be solved, were pubIished in U Report

No. 4407, entitled, “LMFBR/FFTF Fuel Development

Analytical Chemistry Program, (Phase II)”.

Bids for two mass spectrometers were received

and evaluated, and purchase requests issued. One of

these instruments will be used on burnup studies, and

the other mainly on fission gas analyses with some work

on gas retention problems. Standards were prepared

for mass spectrometer calibrations.

Plans were completed and requests initiated for

laboratory remodeling to house the mass spectrometers

and in which to carry out burnup and gas retention stud-

ies.

EL INVESTIGATION OF METHODS

1. O/M Atom Ratios in Sintered (U, Pu)O
(G. C. Swsnson, J. W. Dablby and

G. R. Waterbury)

Modifications tn two tbermogravimetric meth-

ods were made to improve the quantitative measure-

ment of O/M atom ratio which is a chemical property

having a significant effect on oxide fuel behavior. In

the first of the modified methods, the change in weight

of a 3- to 5-gram sample as itwas oxidized in air and

then reduced for 6 h at 1000°C ina 1 liter/reinflowof

He-6~ H2 was used to caiculate the O/M atom ratio

of the originaI oxide. These reduction conditions were

established as a result of repeated tests on 3 : 1 mix-

tures of UOz and PuO~ prepared with known oxygen

contents from the pure metals (>99. 99% pure). The
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finaloxideproducedby theseoxidationand reduction

conditionswas tbestoichiometricdioxideas requiredin

reaction temperature greater than 10OO°C was required

toproduce a stoichiometric dioxide, and further that

the assumptions made in calculating the O/M atom ratio.

The standard deviation of the modified method was

0.002 and the bias in analyzing powders prepared from

thetwo oxides was no larger than O.002.

this oxide had to be cooled in dry Ar-8% H2 to Prevent

weight increases due to moisture pickup. It was found

‘at ‘2. 000 was produced by this method when U308

was heated for 20 h at 1250°C (Table 501-ff). For

investigation of this modified method was con-

cluded by determining the effects on the O/M measure-

ment of impurities that either are commonly found in

s intered mixed oxide fuels or are included in the tenta-

tive FFTF fuel specifications. Portions of a

(u ~ ~5Puo 25 ~)0 powder made from the pure metals
. .

with known oxygen content were well mixed with the

added impurities, and the O/M ratio was determined as

described. It was found the 500 to 1300 ppm of Fe,

‘e203 ‘ Cao ‘ ‘i ‘ ‘r ‘i203’ when added individually, did

not affect the O/M by as much as O.005, but similar

amounts of C, Al, A1203, Ca, or Na2~4 caused errors

as large as + O.094 (Table 501-1). Six impurity elements

(Al, Cr, Fe, Ni, Si, and Ti) included in the specifica-

tions did not affect the method when added collectively

as oxides at metal concentrations ranging between 160

and 240 ppm, but similar amounts of the metals caused

a large negative bias.

In the second modified method, the O/M ratio

was calculated from the change in weight as a 3- to 5-

gram sample was heated in Ar-8% containing 4 mm

partial pressure of H20. Previous work showed that a

Table501-1

EffectsofSelectedImpuritieson thel%ermogravinmtric
Determinationof01M Ratio

Element Form Concentration,Ppma Effect on 0/M Ratiob——
Fe m &al 967 -0.004

‘e203
655 -0.001

N1 m etd 1,048 -0.012

‘i203
625 -0.003

Ca metal 1,000 -0.012
CaO 799 -0.003

c elemental 964 +0.013

Al metal 997 -0.023

‘1203 536 -0.007

Na.S Na2S04 700 +0.094

)

Al,Cr.Fe. m .aal 160to240mg ea~h -0.032
Ni.S1,Ti oxlde8 140 to 280 lugeach -0.001

appmof the element whether added aa metal, oxide.or compound.

b
averageofdupf.icate determinations.

‘UO. 75PU0. 25P2
mixtures, essentially stoichiometric

dioxides were prcduced in 16 h at 1250°C in this gas

mixture.
TableSol-n

0/M RationofOxidesHeatedat1250°C inAr - 8%

He -4 mm H20 Pressure

(Male Time at 12S0°C, hi.

‘3°8 7

15

20

(u,Pu)oz 8

16

24

No. of A.. 01p
Determinations ofProduct

4 2.004

4 2.002

4 2.000

6 2.003

5 2.002

3 2.002

%ch oxidecooledindry Ar - 8% ~ beforeweighing.

Plots of sample weight versus temperature obtained for

300 t.n350-mg samples of U308 using an automatic

microthermogravimetric analyzer showed also that the

O/M ratio was 2.002 following heating of the oxide in

dry Ar-6% H2 at 1000°C until constant weight was at-

tained. This required about 2 h. The O/M ratio of the

oxide produced by heating in Ar-8% H2-4 mm H20 pres-

sure at 1000°C was 2.017 which is in agreement with

the value obtained with the macrothermogravimetric

apparatus for 3- to 5-gram samples in this temperature

range.

Based on these investigations, the modified

method, in which the sample is oxidized in air and then

reduced in dry He-O% H2 at 1000°C, was selected for

further use. A final report is being prepared describing

in some detail this development work and the modified

method.

2. Gas Evolution from Sintered (U, Pu~2

(D. E. Vancej M. E. Smith, and

G. R. Waterbury)

Measurements of the volumes of gases, includ-

ing H O vapor, that are evolved from mixed oxide fuels
2

at operating temperatures were required to estimate
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increases tn the internal pressures developed in sealed

reactor fuel capsules. The H20 released from sintered

mixed-oxide pellets at 800°C was measured by sweeping

the off-gae to a moisture monitor and integrating the

monitor signal. To determine if 800°C was adequate to

evolve the H20 quantitatively, pellets that had heen

heated to 800°C were reheated to 950°C. Additional

gae was not collected at the higher temperature.

Gases other than H20 were evolved by heating

the sintered mixed-oxide inductively in a W crucible to

1600°C. These gases were dried over anhydrous

Mg(C104)2 and measured msnometrically. A decrease

in the apparatus blank and an improvement in the reli-

ability of the method were obtained by installing a new

type of tiduction furnace and an all-stainless-steel

manifold in the apparatus.

Some preliminary data were obtained on the

volumes and compositions of the gases collected at var-

ious temperatures. Outgassing of (U, PU)02 sintered

oxide was almost complete (>98%) at 1300°C, but a very

ema.11volume of gas was collected at 1900°C. The

major constituent of these gases was H ~. At 2100°C ,

a large fraction of the sample vaporized and coated the

inside of the furnace tube. Differences in the apparatus

blanks at the various temperatures caused some diffi-

ctiites in interpreting the data, and methods for elf.m-

inating or compensating for these differences are being

investigated before further determinations are made.

3. Spectrochemicd Analysis of PuO. Raw Material
(W. M. Myers and R. T. Phelps)

The chemical purity of the U02 and P@2 raw

materials is one determining factor in control of the

quality of the sintered (U, Pu)O~ product, and reliable

measurement of spectrographic impurities is required.

Previously reported methods apply to most spectrograph-

ic impurities in the starting oxides, but are insensitive

to Ta and Zr at concentrations below 2000 ppm in PuO .
2

A carrier distillation method that uses AgCl as

the carrier was modified to improve the sensitivity for

measuring Ta and Zr. Low-background, type SA-1,

photographic emuision plates were substituted for the

faster 103-0 type plates to aid in the photometric

measurement of the Zr lines, and Pd was assed as an

internaI standard. Under these conditions, Ta and Zr

were measured in the concentration range between 50

and 1000 ppm with a standard deviation of 20 relative

percent.

4. Measurement of N in (U, PU)02
%(G. C. Swanson an G. R. Waterbury)

Measurement of N2 at low concentrations Ln

(U, PU)02 is necessary to ensure that the maximum con-

centration included fn the specifications for FFTF fuel

is not exceeded. A LECO Nitrox-6 analyzer was modi-

fied for this measurement by adding equipment to re-

move CO formed from 02 in the sample during the anal-

ysis. The N2, evolved by heating the sampIe in a C

crucible at 22000C, is measured in a simple gas chroma-

tographyfollowing the separation from CO. Essentially

complete recovery of the N2 from UOz samples requir -

ed about 45 min, and the apparatus blank for this long

heating period was inordinately high. Additional purifi-

cation of the He sweep gas, and brazing all joints in the

gas analysis system reduced the 45-min blank to approx-

imately 50 pg of N2. This blank is reproduc[bIc within

* 1 Kg, but a smaller blank would be advantageous. For

this reason the furnace power suppIy of the apparatus

was modified to increase the maximum crucible tempera-

ture to 2350°C. Tests are in progress to determine if

a shorter analysis time, and therefore a smaller appa-

ratus blank, is possible at the higher temperature.

I
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